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Concerning Panopepton-
Of practical interest and mportance to evry practitionef
vill be sent upon rege Ê' paIiphle de sribesthe

method of manufacture of PANOPEPTON ts composition
and analysis, and the principles upon which it is based, as
a comprehensive, adequate and superior food for the sick.
le also contains clinical reports of one hundred phys'icans
-these selected simpy to illustrate the wide range of use
fulness of PANOPEPTON, ad the various ways in whîch
t is used for the feeding of the sick.
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S strictly a physician's preparation, and is
introduced to the profession only. It is
not a substitute for any medication, but

a powerful auxiliary to it. It is most palatable
and it can be given in any vehicle not incom-
patible with a preparation so rich in albumen.
Given in smail doses at first, it is readily re-
tained by the rnost delicate or irritable stomach, 
and is of especial value in acute or chronic
gastric disxurbances, and intestinal disorders.
It is an IDi L invalid food, and is suited to
all ages and ailconditions, We do not wish
to send samples ând literature where they are
not desired, but thousands of applications
prove the desire of medical men to be fre-'
quently reminded of Bovinine,

A postal will bring you our scientific
treatise giving clinical cases, and de-
tails of treatment for all cases.

TH E BOVININE co.y
75 West Houston St.,. New York,

LEEMING MILES & CO., MONTREAL. Sole Agents for the Dominion of Canada.

FOR LITERATURE APPLY DIRECT TO THE BtOVNINe 0O,, NEW Y1..u-K.",



Li is te ri ine

Summer Complaint

The absolute safety of L I ST E R IN E, its well
defined Antiseptic Power, and the readiness
.with which it lends itself to combination with
other indicated remedies, are properties
which have, led many Physicians to look upon
and use LISTERINE as the antispptic foundation
of their Prescriptions for Summer C omplaint.

We have a 3j-page pamphlet on this subject which may be had upon application.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL CO., SAINT LOUIS.

Perhaps poorly nour*
ished bone marrow is more
often the cause of anaemia
than physicians are aware.
The lack of proper fat in
the bones finds a ready
substitute in Scott's Emul-
sion of pure cod-liver oil.

Quick recoveries from
anaemia indicate that
Scott's Emulsion often
fits the case.

Samples free,
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists

Toronto..



McGILL UNIVERSITY, Montreal
FAOULTY OF MEDIOINE. Seventy-first Session, 1902-1908. ;

OFFICERS AND
WILLIAM PETERSON, M. A., LL. D., Principal.
ALEX. JuHNSON, M.A., L.L.D., Vice-Principal.
T. G. RODDICK,, M. D. LL. D., Dean.

MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY.
J. G. ADAMI, M.A., M.D., Director of Musuem.
F. G. FINLEY, MD., Lond., Librarian.

EMERITUS PROFESSORS.
WILLIA M WRIGIIT, M. D., L. R. C. S. DUNCAN C. McCALL UM, M. D., M. R., C. S. E.

-G: P. GIRDWOOD, M. D., M. R.R C. S., Eng.
PROFESSORS.

Thos. G. RODOîCKiM. D., Professor of Surgery.
WîLIAx G.nuYR, M. D., Professor of Gynocology.
Fascs* J. SUEuPHERD, M. D., M. R. C. S,, Eng., Professor

of Anatomy.
F. BULLER, M. 1., M. R.C. S., Eng., Professor of Ophtha.

mology and Otology.
JAMEs STEWAR', M:D.,. Prof. of ~Medicine and Clinical

Medicine.
GEoRGY WILISs, M. D., M. R. C. S., Professor of Medical

Jurisprudence and Lecturer on Iistology.
D. P. PENHALLow, B. SC., Professor of Botany.
W -E MILLS, M. A., M.' D., L. R. C. P.. Professor of

Physiology.
JAs. C. CAMERom, M. D., M. R. 0. P. I., Professor of Mid.

wifery and Diseases of Infancy.
LECTURERS.

W. S. Mumscw, M. D., Lecturer in Physiology.,
Jon1 M. ELDER, B. A., M. D., Lecturer in Surgery and

Clinical Surgery.
J. J. GARDNER, M.3 D., Lecturer in Ophthalmology.

J. A. SPRiNGLE M. D., Lecturer in Applied Anatoray.
F. A. L. LocisA.R'T, M. B., (Edin) Lecturer in GyuMeology.
A. E. GARow, M. D., Lecturer in Surgery and Clinical

Surgery.
G. GoRDo CAMPBELL, B. Sc., M. D., Lecturer in Clinical

Medicine.
W. F. HAMILToN. M. D., Lecturer in Clinical Medicine.

ALEXANDER D. BLACKADER, B. A., M. D., ProfesSor of
Pharnacology and Therapeutics

R. F. RurNr.,, B. A., M. D.,-Prof of Chemistry.
Jas. BELL, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery.
J, G. AD.sir, M. A., M., D., Caitab, Prof. of Pathology.
F. G. FINLEy, M. D., London, McGill, Assistant Professor

of Medicine, and Associate Professor of Clinical
Medicine.

HIENRY A. LAFLEUR, B. A.. M. D., Assistant Professor of
l Medicine and Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine.

GEOROF E. ARMSTRoNG, M. D., Associate Prof. of Clinical
Surgery.

I. S. BIRKET, M. D., Prof. of Laryngology.
T. J. W. BURGEss, M. D. Prof. of Mental Diseases.
WYArT Joss-roŽ, M. D., Professor of Hygiene
C. F. MaRTIX, B. A., M. D., Assistant Professor of Clinical

Medicine

J. G. McCARreY, M. D., Lecturer and Senior Denonstra.
tor in Anatomny.

D. J. Evass, M. D., Lecturer in Obstetrics.
N. D. GuNN. M. D., Lecturer in Histology.
J. W. SrIRLING, 31. B., (Edin.), F. R. G. S Lecturer me

Ophthalmology.
J. AUEX luTCMNsON, M.D., Lecturer in Clinical Surgery.
A. G. Niceots, M. A., M. D., Lecturer in Pathology.
J. T. 1LusEY, M. D., (Columbia). Lecturer in Pharma.

colory.
W. W. CmPMAN, B. A., 3f D., F. R. C. S., (Edin.) Lec-

turer in Gyencology.
FELLOWS.

P. G. WooLLEY, B. Se., M. D., Fellov in Pathology. G. A. Charlton, M. D., Fellow jn Pathology.
W. M. FORD, B. A., M. D., Fellow of the Rockfeller Institute.

THERE ARE IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE TIIIRTY-ONE DEMONSTRATORS

The Collegiate Course of the Faculty, of Medicine of McGill University beglns in 1902, on September 23rd, and
and wvill continue until the beginning of June, 1903.

The Faculty provides a Reading Roomi for Students in connection with the Medical Library which contains over
24,000 volumes. the largest Medical Library il connection with any University in America

MATRICULATION.-The matriculation dxaminations for entrance sto Arts and Medicin e are held in June
and Septemeber of each year.

The entrance examiinations of the various Canadian Medical Boards are accepted.
FEES.-The total fees including Laboratory fees and dissecting material,;$125 per sessior,.

Courses.-TheEU 4R COURSE for the Degree cf M. D. C. M. is four sessions of about nine

DOUDLE COURSES leading to the Degrees of B. A. or B. Se., and M. D., of six years bas beer arranged.
ADVANCED COURSES are given to graduates and others desiring to pursue speciai or researc:--ork in the

Laboratories of thelUniversity, and in the Clinical and Pathological Laboratories of the Royal Victoria anad Montreal
General Hospitals.

A-POST-C.ADUATE COURSE is given for Practitioners during May and June of eaci. vear, This
caurse consists of da;1y lecturer and clinics as well as demonstrations in the recent advances in Medicine and Surgery,
and laboratory courses in Clinical Bacteriology, Clinical Chenistry, Microscopy, etc.

DIPLOAIAS OF PUB-LIC Ï IEALTH -A course open to graduates in Medicine and Public Health Officers-of
from six to twelve nonths duration. The course is entirely practical, and ineudes in addition to Bacteriology and
Sanitary Chenistry, P course on Practical Sanitation.

DIPLOMAS OF LEGAL MEDICINE.A Diplona, practical course in Mledical Jurisprudence is also given
in the laboratories and by the Coroners Phaiian in. morgue and courts of law.

HOSPITALS.-The Royal Victoria, the Miontreal General Ilospital and the Montlreal Maternity 1ospital are
utilized for purposes of Clinical instruction. The physicians and surgeons connected with these are the clinical
professors of the University.

Thèse two general hospitals have a capacity of 250 beds each and upwards of 30,000 patients received treatement in
the outdoor departmnent of the Montreal General Hospital alone, last year.

Fo, information and the Annual Announcemeent, apply to
T, G. RODDICK, M.D., L.L.D., DEAN.

REIGISTRAI McGill Medical Faculty.



KEEP u 8EA
open the cabinets, swing the trays

around to side and proceed with r
the treatment. This is only one

of the many advantages

TH'I 1E ALLISO0N TilABDLE
possesses that cannot be found

in any other. It also includes

all the desirable features of other

tables.

Catalogue "A" tells al
about it and our fine
ine of cabinets.

W D. ALLISON CO.,
133 E, SOUTH ST.v INDIANAPOLIS.

from us at PUSLIsMERS' PRICES
YOUlC and in some cases for less,

When you want

T RTTER PAPER, BILL HEADS 2
or Stationery of any kind, drop a post

l edic card for sa-ples and 'rices

ooks T C. ALLEN c OO o
HALIFAX, N. S.



Wampole's Beef Juice.
(Anæemiol.)

A Distinctive Preparation of Beef, Containing
Hoemoglobin and Albumin.

A highly nutritious and restorative food, and an iron tonic of much
value, manufactured by a process original with us and containing all
the albuminous constituents of meat tissue in an unaltered form.

The bright red arterial color of the preparation is due to HSmo-
globin, the natural proteid compound of iron contained in blood and
meat, which has been proven by the most rigid clinical tests to be
more readily and completely absorbed than any other form of iron
known.

ANÆEMIOL contains soluble Albumins and Hæmoglobin in a
larger proportion than any similar preparation before the profession
to-day-this fact may be determined by diluting a given quantity
with eight (8) parts of water and boiling, the amount of precipitation
approximately determining the percentage of coagulable constituents.

ANEMIOL is readily and almost entirely digested and absorbed
without forming hard foeces, making it especially useful in intestinal
affections, like typhoid, fissure of the anus, chronic diarrhea, etc.

It is highly recommended for the relief of nausea. due to gastric
catarrh, sea-sickness, morning sickness of pregnancy, etc.

As a strengthening diet in prolonged illness, convalescence, and in
phthisis and general debility, WAMPOLE'S ANEMIOL ~will be
found invaluable, being very agreeable and appetizing, and retained by
the most delicate and enfeebled stomach, where other nutriments are
rejected.

In post partum. homorrhage it quickly restores' the lost blood to the
system.

As a Nutritive Iron Tonic it will be found of great value in
the various foris of anæmia, chlorosis, etc., where iron is indicated, the
proteid iron Hacmoglobin, being almost completely absorbed by the
system, unlike the ordinary inorganic iron preparations usually
prescribed,

It will be found -very efficacious in relieving fatigue of mind and
body, acting as a nutrient, stimulant and tonic, without any
depressing after-effect

On request we will gladly send to physicians or druggists a liberal
saraple of this preparation, as well as descriptive literature.

HENRY K. WAMPOLE & CO.,
Manufacturing Chemists,

Branch Office and Laboratory: Main Offices and Laboratories:
TORONTO, CANADA. PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.



DIGESTIVE
FERMENTS.

PEPSIN :-Powdered-Insoluble.
Granular-Freely and completely soluble.

One (1) grain of either variety will completely dissolve
three thousand (3,000) grains of coagulated Albumen, as
directed by the United States Pharmacopæia.

SACCHARATED PEPSIN:-
One (1) grain will completely dissolve three hundred
(300) grains of the coagulated Albumen, as directed by
the United States Pharmacopœia.

COMPOUND PEPSIN POWDER-(Lactated Pepsin):
CoMPoSITION :-Saccharated Pepsin, Pancreatin, Diastase,

Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, Sugar of Milk.

PANCREATIN-(Powdered):
An active and permanent preparation of the pancreatic
ferments, conforming strictly to the requirements
of the United States Pharmacopceia. It contains the
three (3) principal ferments of the Pancreas, i. e.,
Steapsin, Trypsin and Amylopsin, in the same propor-
tions as they are found in the fresh Pancreatic Juice. It
digests fibrin in alkaline solution, dissolves the casein of
milk, emulsifies fat, and converts starch into sugar.

These are new additions to our list, We feel the
name .' Wampole " on the label is sufficient guarantee as
to QUALITY, So that we will say nothing further on the
subject. We will much appreciate your specifying our
name when prescribing or ordering.

HENRY K. WAMPOLE cf CO..
Manufacturing Chemists,

Branch office and Laboratory: Main Offices and Laboratories:
TORONTO, CANADA. PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.



HALIFAX M'EDICAL C'OILL-E.CE,
HñLIFX, NOUR SCOTIR,

Thirty-Third Session; 1904-1902.
THE MEDICAL FACULTY.

ALex. P. RriD, M. D., C. M.; L. R. C. S. Edin.; L. C. P. & S. Can. Emeritus ?rofessor of Medicine
JoiNs F. BLACI, M. D., Coll. Phys. and Surg., N.Y. ; Emeritus Professor f Surgery and Clinical Surgery
H. McD. IINtRY. Justice Supremie Court; Emeritus Professor of Medical Jursprudence.
Geonaxi L. SINcL.Ia, M. D., Coll. Ihys. and Surg., N. Y. ; M. D., Univ. Hal. ; Emeritus Professor of

Medicine
DosLD A. CAMPIELL. M. D., C. M.; Dal. ; Professor of Medicine and Clinical Medicine
A. W. H. LINOsAy. MI. D., C. M.; Dal. ; M. B., C. M.. Edin.; Professor of Anatomy
F. W. GoODw1N, M. D., C. M., Hal. Med. Col. ; L. R. 0. P.; Lond. ;M. R. C. S., Eng.; Professor of Phar-

macology and Therapeutics.
M. A. CuRRY, M. D., Univ. N. Y. ; L. M., Dub. ; Professor of Obstetrics and Gynæcology and of Clinical

Medicine
MURDocH CIsHOLM, M. D., C. M. McGill; L. R. C. P., Lond.; Professor of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery
NoRMAN F. CuINiNîAM, M. D., Bell. Hosp., 3ied. Col.; Professor of Medicine
G. CARLETon JoNxs. M. D., C. M., 'ind.; M. R., C. S , Eng.; Prof. of Diseases of Children.
Louis M. SibvR, M. B., C. M., Edin.; Professor of Physiology and of Clinical Medicine
JOHN STEWART, M. B., C. M., Edin.; Emeritus Professor of Surgery
C. DicciE 3JURRAY, M. B., C. M., Edin.; Professor of Clinical Medicine
GEo. M. CAMPraLL,, M. D., C. M., Bell. Hosp. Ned. Coll.; Professor of Histology and Pathology.
F. U. ANDERsoN, L. R. C. S., and L. R. C. P., Ed.; M R. C. S , Eng.; Adjunct Professor of Anatomy
W. II. HATTIE, M. D., C. M , McGill.; Proiessor of Medicine
N. E. McKAY, M. D., C. M. Hal. Med. Col. ; M. B., Hal. ; M. R. C. S., Eng.; Professor of Surgery, Clincal

Surgery and Operative Surgery
MONTAGUE A. B. SMITH. M. D., Univ. N. Y., M. D., C. M., Vind. ; Professor of Applied Therapeuties, Class

Instructor in Practical Medicine
ANDREW TIALLIDAY, M. B.; C. M., Glas., ; Associate Profeisor of Pal hology and Bacteriology.
C. E. PUTTNER, PiH. M., Hal Med. Coll.; Lecturer on Practical Materia Medica.
Tuos W. WALsH, M. D., Bell. Hosp. Mcd. School ; Adjunct Professor of Obstetrics.
A. L. BADER, M. D., C. M., Class Instructorin Practical Surgery
H. S. JACQOS, M. D., Univ. N. Y., Lecturer on Medioal Jurisprudence and Hygienle
E. A. KcrPATRIce, 31. D.. C. M., McGill. Lecturer on Ophthalnology, Otology, Etc
E. Il LowsRisoN, M. D., Lecturer on Ophthalimology, Otology, Etc
E. D. WPAVER, M. D., C. M., Trin, Med. Coll , Demonstrator of Histology
JoiiN McKNNox, Lb. B.; Legal Lecturer on ledical Jurisprudence
E. V. HOGAN M. D , C. M., McGill ; AssiStant Deinonstrator of Anatomy
., A. McKEN;ziE, M. D., C, P. S, Bostoh; Assistant Deronstrator of Anatomy

EXTRA MURAL LECTLURERS.
E, MAcKAY, Pii. D.. etc., Professor of Chemistry and Botany ai Dalhousie College

Lecturer on Botany at Dalhousie College
ANDRtEw HA iDAY, M. B.. C. M., Lecturer on Zoology at Dahousie Colleg .
JANaîEs Ross. M. B., C. M., McGil, Lecturer on Skin aod Genito-Urinary

The Thirty.Third Sessioo wll opeo on Tuesday, September 3rd, 1900, aod continue for the eight
months following.

The College building is admirably suited for the purpose of medical teaching, aod is i close proximity
to the Victoria General Hospital, the Cit Alos huse aod Dalhousie College.

The receot eolargemeotaod improvements ai the Victoria General Hospital, have increased the clini-
cal facilities, which are now unsuriassed. every student has ample opportuoities for practical wvork.

The course has been carefully graded, so that the student's nie is oot wasted.
The following will be the curriculum for M. D., C. M. degrees:
1sT YEAR.-Inorganic Chemistry, Anatomoy, Practical Anatomy. Botany, listology.

(Pass in Inorganic Chemistry, Botany, Histology and Junior Anatomy.)
2ND YEAt.-Organi Chemistry, Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, Materia Medica. Physiology, Emb y-

ology, Pathological Histology, Practical Chemistry, Dispensary, Practical Materia Medica
(Pass Primary M. D., C. M examination).

3RD YEAR.-Surgery, Medicine, Obstetrics, Medical Jurisprudence, Clinical Surgery, Clinical Medi,
cine, Pathology, Brcteriology, Hospital, Practical Obstetrics, Therapeuties.

(Pass in Medical Jurisprudence, Pathology, Therapetics.)
4Tn YEA, R.-Surgery, Medicine, Gynocology and Diseases of Children, Ophthalniology, Clinical Medi-

cine, Clinical Surgery, Practical Obstetrics, Hospital, Vaccination.
(Pass Final N. D.. C. M. Exam.)

Fees may now be paid as follows;
One payment of . . . . . . .. $260 00
Two of . ..... 14000
Three o . ..... 10000

Instead of by class fees. Students may. however, still pay by class fees
For further information and annual announcemeat, apply to-

G. CARLETON JONES, M. D,
S EC RE-rA R HA LaFA x MEDICAL L. L50G...3



Medical Society of Nova Scotia.

34th ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting will be held in New Glasgow,
Wednesday and Thursday, July 2nd and 3rd, commencing

at 2 p. m. on Wednesday. All who intend reading papers

or presenting cases at this meeting must notify the Secretary

before June 3rd, 1902.

JOHIN W MhRCKY, M. D., JOHN STEW1T,hl M. B3.
President, Hon. >Secretary,

New Glasgow, N. S. Halifax, N. S.

Maritime Medical Association.
TWELFTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting will be held in Charlottetown, P. E. I., on
Wednesday and Thursday, July 9th and 10lh.

Extract from Constitution:

"All registered Practitioners in the Maritime Provinces are
eligible for membership in this Association."

All who intend to read papers at this meeting will kindly notify
the Secretary as early as possible.

F. P. TAYLOR,'M. D., GEO. M, CAMPBELL, M. D.,

President, Hon. Secretary.
CHARLOTTETOwN, P. E. I. HALIFAX, N. S.



Che Maritime Medicat De.

is the Journal of the Medical Profession of the

... Eastern Canadian Provinces,

SUBSCRIPTION 18 ONLY $1.00 PER ANNUM,

ADVERTISING RATES MAY BE HAD UPON APPLICATION

DR. JAMEs Ross, - - 87 Hollis St., Halifax.

TYPEWRITERS.

All makes of Machines at from $30.00 to $60.00.

The largest assortment in Canada.

Write us for list, prices and samples of work.

CREELMAN BROS. TYPEWRITER CO.,

97 St. Francois Xavier St.,

Montreal.
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The subject of Rhachitis or one whose nutrition i
ebb. Place a drop of the child's blood under the
and count the red corpuscles. Then put the san

s at a low
microscope
e baby on

r àft4&IV

To assure proper filling of
prescriptions,

order Pepto-Mangan "Gude"
in original bottles ( i).

IT's NEVER SOLD IN BULK.

From time to time re-examine the blood and observe
the rapid and progressive increase in the red cells co-
incidently with an obvious improvement in the chilcs
color and appearance. One such case will convince
you that PEPTO-MANGAN (" GUDE ") is'a true

e "BLOOD-BUILDER."P A

Samples and literature upon application to

M. J. BREITENBACH COMPANY,
Agents for American Continent,

LABOATOY.
LIPIPG. GEMMANT

100 WARREN ST., (TARRANT BLOG.)

NEW YqRK.

LEEMUNC, MILEe ét Go.. Montreal, Selling Agents for Canada

p-J



THE

MARITIME MEDICAL NEWS.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

EDITORS.

D. A. CAMPBELL, M.D. ... ..... .. Halifax. N.S. Jons STEwAET4 M. B ........... Halifax, N.S.
J. W. DAZs1L M.,, M. .C.S. t. John, N.B. 'W. I. Harrr, M. D............Balifax, N.S.
MusnAY MAcLanaS, M.D., M.R.G.S.,St John, N.B. 1. MAcSzIL M.]D. Charlottetown, P. E. I.

JAmics Ross. M. D.. Halifax, N. S.

communications on matters of general and local projessional interest will lie gladly re-

ceived jrom our friends everywhre.

Manuscript for publication should be leqibly written in ink on one side only on

wohite paper.

Al manuscript and business correspond esce to be addressed to

DR. JAMES ROSS,
87 Hollis Street, Halifax.

CONTENTS FOR JUNE, 1902.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICIA TONS.
Acute Stenosis of Larynx--0. J. McCully.. 187

Medical Ethics-F. W. Goodwin........ 191

SELECTED ARTICLES.
Practical Points in the Treatment of Empy-

ema Thoracis................ .... .... .0

Correspondence.................... ....... 210
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The Canadian Medical Act.... ........... 215
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Editorial Notes........ ....... ......

Matters Personal and Impersonal ...... ...

SOCIETY MEETINGS.
Nova Sootia Branch British Medical Asso-

ciation......... ......... ......

St. John Mediçal Society..... ....... ....

Book Reviews........................ .....

Notes............ ................... ......

The Subscription Rate for the Maritime Medical News is $1.00 per annum.

Advertising Rates may be had upon application to DR. JAMES ROSS, 87 Hollia St.



TAKING THE CURE IN WINTER.

THE 14YGIENIC TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS IN THE LAURENTIAN MOUNTAINS.
Brehmer Dettweiler princiles. Incipient Pulnonary and Lary;cal PIITIIISIS.

Winter and Summer Treatment. Terms Moderate. Deuscriptve Pamphlet.

LAURENTIAN SANATORIUM, Ste. Agathe des Monts, Que.
64 miles fromi Montreal, on C.P.R., altitude 1610 feet.

STAFF.
DR. Il. A. LAFLEUR, Montreal, Consulting Physician, All communications to be addressed to:
DR. R. W1LSoN, Montreal, Therapeutist.
DR. J. A. FanousoN, Resident Physician, D R. A. J. R I C H E R, DInEcToR,
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ACTUE STENOSIS OF LARYNX.*

By O. J. MCCULLY, M. D., M. R. C. S., (London) St. John, N. B.

Of the many sad sights which we in the practice of medicine are
called upon to witness, there is none more harrowing than to stand
helplessly by and see a strong healthy child choked to death by what
we have seen fit to call membranou croup. As we have stood by
the bed-side of one of these little sufferers helpless, or only adding to
the child's torture by smothering it with steam or the administration
of einetics which produced no effect, our conception of the good we
can do in the practice of our profession has been very màterially
lessened.

But now, thanks to the introduction of antitoxin and the perfec-
tion of intubation by O'Dwyer, our efforts are attended with as brilliant

results as in any department of medicine or surgery. It is with a
view, if possible, to simplify the diagnosis of these cases of acute

stenosis of the larynx and give a few practical observations on the
treatment that I read this paper. The sbudent, when lie consults a

number of text-books with a view of differentiation of the different
forms of acute stenosis of the larynx, is met with a multiplicity of

names, and a complex classification based on such slight differences
that instead of being helped lie is only perplexed.

We propose to put all diseases which produce acute stenosis of the

*Read before the New Brunswick Medical Society, Moncton, July, 1901.
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larynx of children under there heads: Laryngismus; Catarrhal
Laryngitis; and Laryngeal Diphtheria.

You will notice that no mention is made of membranous croup;
this is done intentionally, for we believe that all membranous in-
flammations of the larynx, except those due to traumatism, should be
treâted as diphtheria.

This judgment is founded on the fact that statistics collected from
a microscopical examination of the membrane in several thousands
of cases has revealed the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus in 95 per cent.

The argument against the identity of laryngeal diphtheria and
nenbranous croup, based on the fact that there is little or no swelling
of the cervical glands and no rarked systemic effects as in diph-
theria, is answered by the fact that the lymphatics in connection
with the larynx where the membrane is deposited are very very few
indeed. Again, close observers who have seen a great number of
cases at their inception have in a great percentage of cases seen a
small deposit on the lower part of the tonsil which might easily be
overlooked by less careful observers.

Grant that five per cent. of the membranous deposits in the
larynx are not truly diphtheritic, the clinical history of the five
per cent. non-diphtheritic and the ninety-five per cent. diplitheritic are
the same, and we have no time for making microscopical examina-
tions; even if we vere ever so capable, it is our duty to act at once.
Our responsibility, and perhaps it is as great in these cases as any in
the whole range of the profession, lies not in making a certain diag-
nosis as it does in giving the right treatment. We are not called to
the child to use it as a means for perfecting our clinical education ; we
are called to save its life.

We now know that antitoxin can be injected with perfect safety.
There were recently collected statisties of 30,000 injections of anti-
toxin for prophylaxis in the city of New York without a single
untoward result. What harm is done if in five per cent. of the cases
the antitoxin is wasted ? The cost of a few thousand units of anti-
toxin should not weigh against a human life.

We have also in our classification of acute stenosis of the larynx
left out the name spasmodic laryngitis or, false croup. We include
this under the head of catarrhal laryngitis, because all cases of false
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croup have the early symptoms of catarrhal laryngitis and the spasm
is a symptom only which may or may not supervene. We will now
say a few words in the differential diagnosis of the different forms of
acute stenosis of the larynx.

1. In laryngismus we have a,slight snoring sound which accom-
panies each inspiration. When more severe it results in holding the
breath such as one sees in children before a severe crying spell.

2. Found only in rickety, ill-nourished and anæmic children under
two years of age.

3. It is generally excited by some emotional disturbance.
4. No fever, no coryza, no cough.
5. Occurs at any time in 24 hours. On account of the absence

of rickets in this country the disease is very rare indeed and need
scarcely ever be entertained. The important point in the diagnosis
is to be able to determine between a case of catarrhal laryngitis
attended with spasm ahd dipltheritic laryugitis. In the former we
have:

1. Age, 2 to 7.
2. Fever none; or slight.
3. Little or no constitutional disturbance.
4. Attack comes on suddenly.
5. Attack cornes on at night.
6. The application of a hot sponge to the throat, or rubbing with

hot oil, or the successful administration of an emetic will relieve the
attack.

7. Attacks do not generally last more than an hour or two.
8. These children generally have adenoids or enlarged tonsils.

Diphtheritic Laryngitis:
1. Occurs at all ages.
2. Attended with Lever and constitutional disturbance.
3. Generally there is sliglit uleeration of the tonsils.
4. Attacks come on gradually.
5. Voice gradually becomes higher pitched and stri ulous respira-

tion more marked.
6. Dyspnoea gradually and steadily increases.
7. Dyspnoa attended with slight exacerbations, but always return-

ing with increased severity.
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8. It is not relieved by any of the means which àre successful in
spasmodic croup. The gradual steady increase in the dyspncea is the
symptoi of the nost importance, and by careful enquiry and careful
observation on this point we can generally determine whether we
have to dea with a case of diphtheritic laryngitis or catarrhal
laryngitis vith spasm

2e .We vill confine our treatment to that of laryngeal
diphtheria on. Give 2000 units of antitoxinno Iess, at once. Do
not delay as the beneficial effects of antitoxm are . direct ratio to
the promptness tchic 1 s administered. If the child does not
uprove n eight liours ini brea hing, in pu se an in co or, repeat the
dose. I at be expiration of another eight hours you do not get
inarkcd improvenent in tlie above inentioned conditions repeat the
dose. This much antitoxin in iny experienceh as been sufficient. If
th e ase has not been seen till several days have elapsed since the
Sinception of the disease, more doses can be gien Some practitioners
ha vegiven as much as 20,000 units. Such a 1arge quantity can be

given with peret impunity.
But now despite the fact that you have given antitoxin gener-

ous doses and at sufficiently short ntervals, the patient grows more
restless wants to be taken inthe nuse's armhen be laid in the
bed oniyn 'few moments to be taken nup again the cough becomes
more high pitched, the oice reduced almost to a wisper, cod per
spiration stands out on the forehead, the ace becomes pale or hvid
and on exposing tle'ches the episternalinotch supraclavicûlar and
infraclavicular spaces and also the intercostal spaceskare seito sink
i durmg each inspiration.

The child is suffering the indescri ab e trroa n death
by suffocation and unless speedy relief is iven b soe surgical or
mechanical means death is almost certain.

Nearly all text-books, the English in a more eminent degree, tell
you now is the time to make your choice as to whether you will
intubate or perform tracheotomy.

There is no question what to do; there is no choice to make-
intubate. To perform tracheotomy would be as monstrous, cruel and
unscientific as it would be to perform Coesarian section in a case of
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simple inertia of the uterus where there was not the slighest
mechanical obstruction to the delivery of the child.

Intubuation should be done in.four or five seconds at the most, and
in experienced hands no more shock is produced than by depressing
the tongue with 'a spoon handle to inspect the fauces. While
racheotony should not bethought of at all, it may not be out of

place to state in detail the advantages of intubation as conpared
with it.

1. Intubation can be donc earlier, as parents if, they consent
totraheoomny at all,will not do so till the child is in extremis.

2. Parentsvillialwrays consent to intubation.
3. Intubation is painless and does not exhaust to any extent.
4. Percentageof recovery in intubation is far greater than

tracheotomy.
5 Coug-hing is nore effctuai
6. No anæsthetic is needed and a skilled assistant, if not at hand,

can be dispensed with.'
7. Respiration passes through the natural channels and there is

therefore less danger of lung complications.
he objection that the false membrane may become detached and

pushed into the trachea is not a real one, because if the string is left
attached, the tube can easily be withdrawn and the detached
membrane will be coughed up.

These cases of so-called detached membrane will be found on
exanminationtobe, in almost ail cases to be shock due to bungling,
fore and prolonged ntubation.

When t Intubate When you have constant restlessness with a
progressive, unremitting dyspnoea produced by obstruction in the
larnyx, and a well marked sinking ;n of the yielding.parts of the
chest, viz.: the episternal notch, the supra and infraclavicular spaces
and the intercostal spaces. It is cruel to wait till you have alarming
cyanosis.

IHow to Intubate.-We will not detain you to speak of the position
of the child and nurse as that can be learned from any text-book.
Nor will we give you the details of the act of intubation as given in any
ôf these text-books, but will say in passing that the original descrip-
tion as given by O'Dwyer is a classic in itself and has never been
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equalled by any subsequent writer, and it would have been far better

if ther authors ha copied his directions ver batin.
-Dwyerlays great stress on the operator doing the operation so

ofteni that he has n tothink what heAis doingat all in fact the

whole opration should be autormatic. This can neyer be acquired

by operating on struggling cliidren dying of suffocation
Cadavers, especially thoseof small chidren arenot always at hand

The difficulty, however, can easily be overcome by securin a ca

or a small sized dog as thes larynges are about the size cf a child's
one or two years old.

As intubation is very diffcuit 0 perform without practice, and the

beneficial effects which follow its successful performance are perhaps
ot equa lld by ny operation in the whole range of sugey,

* may be excused if I go into details which may appear trivial.

Trivial as they inay appear however, f followed out carefuily and
faithfúlly, anyone can become an expert intubator. Having secured

eat o mall dog and having chloroformed it with a pair of bone
orceps eut through tlcrmus' of the lower ejaw, and then ut, hé

ligaments and muscles-till you fully expose the larynx Next cn
hoe in each car and suspénd the cat by rabbtwire to wo nails in
the wall. This brings tlie larynx into the saine osition child
sitting erect in the nurse s arms

N ow practice intubation and extubatio with th eys open; not
once or twice, buthundreds of tin s The repat th same vith thc
eyes closed. The adantg th continous pr actice is th thee

are so many thigs t e thout o and so many movemnents to
be d i th d a eyo corne to operate i te
living, struggling child, yon do not want to think about them at all;
you must do themi automatically. After two days' practice the
larynx will get so dry and rigid that a new one must be procured.

Now the dissection mnust not be too extensive, sufficient only to
introduce the finger and to bring the tube into the same plane as the
larynx, before being detached.

Let the number of intubations and extubations, gnided only by
touch, be numbered by the hundreds or better still by the thousands.
Now when you come to intubate the living child you have refreshed
your memory in all the anatomy you need to know, in fact all you
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need remembér is that the larynx-is in front of the ophagus and
that the epiglotti is at he ase of the tongue. Most of the descrip-
tions given in the text-books are-rediculous. Without recommending

any practice on thecadaver or on lower animals, they gravely tell
you to introduce your finger into the larynx and feel for the epiglottis
and hook it up. You might as well try to feel for the historie needle
in a hay-stack and that moving in a cyclone as to feel for the
epiglottis in the swollen distorted throat of a struggling child a
year old: Al you have to do is push your finger down the child's
throat; of course it goes into the oesophagus. Then bend your finger
slightly and pull it forward, exerting downward pressure till you
come to the base of the tongue, which you pull forwards. You have
hooked up the epiglottis, whether you have felt it or not. With your
thousand or -more previous intubations the introduction of the tube is
accomplished the first time in a few seconds.

Extubation is a far more difficult operation than intubation, but
there is seldom any necessity for it, for the thread should always be
left attached to the tube, so that if the lumen of the tube should
become blocked, by a detached piece of membrane it can instantly
be withdrawn by the nurse or attendant. If the child should bite
the thread in two, the tube can be removed by placing the child
across the khees, and then forcibly grasping the trachea immediately
below the larynx with the thumb and forefinger and raising the
vhole larynxupward. The tube will, in this way, fall out of the
childsmouth. Although I have performed intubations several
scores of tim s have never had to extubate in the regulation,
manner.

Now, gentlemen, if I have convinced you that clinically you should
deal with al cases of membranous croup as diphtheria, and if
I have given such directions that the physician who cannot call in
some one who has practiced intubation, eau acquire the skill to do
it himself, I feel f ully justified for thus trespassing on your time.
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iBy F. W. Goo1wiN, M. D., C. \., L. R. C. P. . R. C. S., Professor of
.Plarmniaology and Therapeuties, H-alifax Medical College.

Last autumn I sug gested that we devote some consideration to the
question of lodge and contract practice. The secretary in rnaking

p he oter made the subject broader and seems to have got ne
down to open an ethical discussion.

My observations in the past have led me to the conclusion that
there are two classes who have the most to say upon ethics. 1.)
Those who, not receiving the amount of practice they think they are
entitled to, attribute the fact to lack of ethics in otherand (2)
those who, having broken every rule in ethies and outraged profes-
sional decency, apparently with' personal profitseem to consider them-
selves the guardians ofthe code I trust I do not belong to ether of
these classes, and I reluctantl t up the subjec

The Golden Rule, I take it bears in it the whole code and will
apply in every case., There are a thousand unwritten ay t be
ethical and a thousand undefinable vays of being unethical. ven
thouo-h much must be left to the sient 'tribunal of eadh man's
conscience, there are many points that can be clearly dcfined It is
necessary to have certain external rules of the game understood by
all in order to make the play fair. There are certain covert acts that
are inexcusable and can be clearly condemned. The secret and
indefinable methods are the most obnoxious, just as the sneak thief
is more to be despised than the highway robber.

,hen I find the patients of a particular practitioner in my absence
hoveriug around some one I am attending, and telling my patient
they would not have me to a cat (even with its nine lives); or when I_
hear of a particular practitioner ostensibly mistaking the house and
calling on ny patients; or that he calls at a house where some one is
sick and claims that he got a telephone message to go there-when I
hear of these and other like suspicious circumstances of frequent
occurence, I conclude this practitioner is not wholly innocent in the
premises.

* Read before N. S. Branch British Medical Asosciation, March 19th, 1902.
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Take another ins tance: he is called to'supersede another practitioner
in a case. He asks to see he medicine the former doctor was giving.
He assumes the countenance of a Solomon as he smells and tastes of
it. With an air of virtuous forbearance and Christian charity he
says decidedly, but.with a certain misgiving faintly struggling up to
the surface in spite of his good resolution: "I think you are mis-
taken, Dr So-and-so is a very good doctor." When assured that
it really is so-as if convinced unwillingly-he sadly pours the

edicine into the sink.
This man, even though you bray him in a mortar with a pestle,

yet would not his meanness depart from him. From all such we
fervently pray " Good Lord deliver us." Rather jet us have the man
who openly says the other doctors are fools and ignoramuses.

Let us not be too ready, however, to attribute success in every case
to dishonest methods. Given certain qualities of head and heart
obir th industr eminence is ften legitiinately reached.
I wvill' now refer to certain definite points affecting the welfare of

the profession.
(1.) Advertising.
This happily is growing less and has almost disappeared. We

still , however, see sporadic cases. Incidentally I may say I see
nothing in a doctor announcing that his practice is limited to certain
things.

(2.) Directly maligning another physician or criticizing his treat-
ment is not to be allowed. Sometimes it is necessary to disagree, but
the difference should be softened as much as possible to the public.

(3.) Insinuating that he could have prevented a fatal result if
called earlier to the patient of another is inexcusable. It is cruel to
the people who have lost a relative and may fill them with vain
regrets that all had not been doue. The doctor who would do this for
selfish purposes is unworthy of a place in the profession.

(4.) If called to the case of another, one's duty is with the present
and future-not with the past.

(5.) Exaggerating the seriousness of a case to gain eclat when it
gets well. Of course no patient likes to think he has sent for a
physician unnecessarily and one should not make too light of any
case.

(6.) Canvassing for positions held by medical men ought not to be
tolerated. In this connection I may mention insurance companies
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have a disagreable habit which seems to be growing of getting
doctors to talke outinsurance for the sake of an examinership; In a
year or tw-othey get otherdoctors for the same reason. Thus the
doctor finds he has been gold-bricked oodruie wold be not to
take such a position while they already had sufficient.

(7.) I ought not to be necessary to say that doin or sayingany-
thing tending to lessen the¢emoluments of ,any medical man, in any
public position is against the interest of the profession and should be
condemned.

(8.) It goes without saying that asking nurses or others to inter-
cede to get a case is abominable.

(9.) Another point I wish to refer to is the habit sme have of
charggin very low fees to those well able to pay, or neglecting to
render bills for long periods, soinetimes for years. This is distinctly
against the interests of the profession. We in Halifaxneed more

ompt business method Bis should be'redered at least qiarterl
Unreanably lar bills to people in moderate circumstances are
to be deplored as injurious to the rofessior

(1<).) There should be more investigation as to the cases treated at
the Dispensary and Hospital. 0f course ther are the Lords poor,
the devil's poor and the poor devils. People who would consider it a
disgrace to go to the poor house or receive charity in other ways, think
it no shame to systematically ieceive free treatment and' medicine.
When laboring men get hurt, the idea seems to be to send themto the
Hospital. In many instances a moderate fee could be paid to a private
physician. One thing ought to be accepted, viz: That those getting
free treatment ought not to object to clinical eachin on thei cases

(i.) Our relations with drug stores ought to be onsideed cre-
fully. Percentages are out of the question. Those that parade patent
medicine advertisements ought not to be patronized. Counter
prescribing is too prevalent. Opticians with apparatus for measuring
refractrion, including ophthalmometer, deus ex machina, seem to me
quite out of place. Such things should be in the hands of the pro-
fession.

(12.) Our relations with specialists (including operative surgeons)
are not quite satisfactory. Their direct relations with the public
tend to break the connection of the fanily physician who I think
ought to be familiar with the details of all treatment.

(13.) As regards lodge and contract practice. I have probably
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had as much experience in this class of practice as any one here.
In 1885 there was not much, but now it bas grown to what I would

call alarming proportions. We have the I. O. F., the A. O. F., I. O. O.
., both English and American, the S. O. E., tramway and railway.

Theloble Order of Red Men has not yet reached here. I roughly
estimate that there are 2500 heads of families that get treatment in
this way. A large number of these get medicine included. The rates
are from $1. to $2.50 per year. When one considers that there are
only about 8,000 heads of families it becomes apparent what a large
percentage of the people get treatment at inadequate rates. They are
also now beginning to include woinen and children in the same

category.
There are some advantages in this kind of practice:
(a.) If an interesting case develops one can closely watch without

being suspected of selfish motives.
(b.> In many cases persons join different orders and thus the pro-

fession gets multiple fees
(c.) A spirit of provision for sickness is engendered.
(d.) Thev ell, paying for the sick, is a good example of bearing one

another's burdens and ought to be encouraged.
(e.) The pay is prompt and definite.

The disadvantages, however, far outweigh the advantages. The
lodge doctor is on quite a different footing from the private practi-
tioner. The services of the one are denanded, while those of the
other are csked. One is 'treated cavalierly, the other respectfully.
One is spoken of as "only a lodge doctor," the other is referred to as
the best in the icinity. In club practice the doctor is suspected of a

tndenc to slight his ivo-k. Thisattitude of the patient is not con-
ducive to pleasant relations. In private practice the principle of
selection secures confidence. When medicine is furnished the doctor
bas an additional incubus. He is judged to some extent by the
amount of medicine he uses. Many members are well able to pay
good fees, yet get treatment for a dollar a year. Thus the profession
is robbed. True, many do not take advantage of it, but the fact that
so it is cheap makes them despise the doctor and they are apt to say
so to bis injury. Very few employ the lodge doctor in their families.
Many young doctors fondly hope they are going to get a large connec-
tion by means of them, but the general experience is they are doomed
to disappointment.
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In speaking of this matter to the late Dr. Slayter, he said:
" Yes" but "introduces them in the wrong way." Sometimes
the doctor is calléd for a very trifling ailment. I have seen the
head of the bouse illavith la grippe, while thefmily, though liquite as
ili;had no treatment or took he sane medicine. Some do gët treat-
ment for their families from the club doctor, but neyer pay him. If
he nsists on pay, the patient "joins the opposition"' in the lodge.
Others do not employ hin at al, because they have no confidence or do
not like him. But they hate him more because they have to pay ,that
dollar for nothing. Dislikes and trival faults are frequently aired in
the lodge and the doctor is abused and often injured in his relations
with those who would ordinarily be his friends. , Club practice has a
tendency to break into the relations of the family ph sician in many
cases. These clubs are a tempting bait for the young practitioner.
There are ahways cranks in the clubs who are not pleased with the old
doctor They interviewthe youn doctor vho feels flattered. A
little canvassing does the rest. But the new incunibent finds thit lie
cannotsatisfy bthee snamegentlemnen and bis turn comes later, If I
had a special interest in a young man I should advise him to avoid
clubs entirely. For his final success, if it came at ail, would be
in spite 'of them. Many who would scorn to canvass for private
patients think it no shame to solicit votes for a position as club doctor.
On the whole, the profession is degraded b the practice. In England
it has been established for a long time, but now there is a revolt all
along the lime. Many think it should be ended, all think it.should be
at least mended. In the B. M. J. we see every week how thebattle of
the clubs goes. A very important step was taken by the General
Medical Council when they forbade doctors to serve any club that'ean-
vassed for members. I would like to see a general movement among
us to do away with club practice. In some orders the fakir-in-chief
gets $10,000 a year, while the doctors are sweated for a pittance to
build the cencern up. Years ago I offered to give them up if no one
else would take them. Now I have given them up and shall do what
I can to induce others to forego them. Finally I wish to say that I
have set down naught in malice. I have been a sinner against the
code in some respects, but I have taken frequent opportunities of
speaking well of the brethern. Seldom have I spoken against any.
When I have done so it has been by way of retaliation, but I am
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aware that even this; according t highest'ethical standards, cannot be
defended

To my brother practitioners I would say~-we have a glorious herit-
tage of knowledgewe are members of a profession that has some of
the most illustrious names-a profession which has stood high in
public estimation for its discoveries and for its beneficent work in
theCstruggle against pain, disease and death. Surely it is unworthy of
us to lower ourselves by internecine bickerings, fraternai strife and
jealousies. We must respect ourselves and each other if we would
maintain the respect of the public. It is the more necessary to pre-
serve cordial relations when we consider that we have the prejudice
of ignorant and foolish friends to combat, and also the apathy of the
great public who only faintly apprehend the truths we have discovered
The patent medicine advertisements are choking out reading matter
in, the daily papers and magazines until one has to chase around
Southi African fashion to find what one wants.

In England I noted a beautiful courtesy among members of
the profession- It seemed to me, at the saine time, that the pro-
fession held a much higher place in public esteem than here.
Frorm all I can hear, in the United States the profession does not
practice the amenities among themselves to a very great extent,
and commercialism, is rampant. At the same time, the professiç>u
stands lower in public estimation. Let us, as a part of the British
Empire, but through propinquity prone to take up American customs,
strive to remember our heritage and hand it clown with even greater
lustre to our successor
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PRACTICAL POINTS IN THIE TREATMENT 0F EMIPYEMA
THIORACIS.

By RUSSELL S. FoWLER; M. D., Adjunct-Surgeon to the Brooklyn Hospital; Assistant
Surgeon to the Methodist-Episcopal Hospital; Assistant-Surge

to the German Hospital; etc.

In the treatinent of empyema, the question as to whether an
anesthetic shall be administered and, if so, what that anesthetic shall
be, requires first consideration. This point must be determined in the
individual case by the condition of the patient and the procedure
whiich is to be unployed. For thoracentesis no anesthetic is necessary
or, at most, one may inject'one or two drops of a '--per cent solution
of ccaine or freee the point of puncture with ethyl chloride. For

pleurotomy alone, local anesthesia; will suffice. For pleurotomy withi
resection of a small portion of one rib, local anesthesia will usually
suffice. For pleurotomy with resection of a large portion of one
rib, or of several ribs, general anesthesia will usually be necessary.
For Estlander's, Schede's or Fowier's operation, a general anesthetic
will be necessary. Chloroform has been heretofore considered the
anesthetic of choice. The condition of the heart muscle must
also be taken into account, .however, as well as the lungs, and
it is the author's opinion that ether is far safer in those cases
in 'which an anesthetic is imperative. In the first place a general
anesthetic is to be avoided if possible; in the second, a minimum
amount of the chosen anesthetic is to be administered. Having
had two cases die under the operation as a result of the admin-
istration of chloroforn early in my hospital experience, it has
become my routine practice to operate on all. cases, except those
involving extensive resection of ribs and dissection of adhesions,
under local anesthesia. To those patients who require a general
anesthetic, ether mixed with oxygen bas been administered, irre-
spective of their age. In fact it bas been my practice for some
time past, to give ether in preference to chloroform to children,
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and vhave found that the latter anesthetic in admixture with
oxygen has proven quite as' satisfactory as far as the operation
is concerned and has given far less anxiety as regards the patient.
It is not denied that in the hands of a skilled anesthetist, chloro-
form is as safe as ether, and in some instances and for some
reasons more to be desired as the anesthetic of choice; but un-
fortunately skilled anesthetists are rare and surely not to be
obtained in a hospital service, which requires a man to serve as
anesthetist for six months at most, and in some instances for but
three. In one case of resection of the pleura and disection of
numerous adhesions at which I assisted Dr. George R. Fowler,
practically complete analgesia was obtained by means of intra-spinal
cocainization.

It has been stated (Progressive Medicine, 1901, Vol. I., page 80)
that local anesthesia is apt to prove unsatisfactory in children. In my
own experience, this has not been true. In children weakened by
empyema, the administration of a general anesthetic is a direct menace
to their well-being. At first, I operated on these cases under chlkro-
form, and two died; later, a weak solution of cocaine was used, and
still more recently no anesthetic whatever has been employed except
in secondary operations requiring the resection of more than one rib or
the dissection of the thickened visceral pleura. It lias been my ex-
perience that children suffering from empyema are apathetic; they lie
quietly in the position in which they are placed, and, while they make
some outcry at the first cut of the knife, they are too weak to move
to any extent or to offer active resistance. The operation can be per-
formed in such a short time, and if deftly done, with sneh a slight
amount of pain, that the administration of a general anesthetic seems
unnecessary. Of course, one can only judge by one's own experience,
and to me it seems best that these little patients should be exposed to
as little risk as possible. The children that have not been anesthe-
tized have done better than those to whom an anesthetic has been ad-
ministered. It is to be noted that the surgeons who have an anesthetic
administered, stop that anesthetic as soon as the pleural cavity has
been opened. In children, if an anesthetic must be administered, ether
with oxygen is used, and it has been found that by the drop method,
using Dr. George R. Fowler's inhaler, anesthesia is rapidly accom-
plished, and a surprising small amount of ether used.
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Thoracentesis may be used either as a diagnostic, palliative, or cura-
tive measure. As a diagnostic aid, it should always be employed, as
it locates the pus absolutely, The statement has been made that
thoracentesis is perfectly safe if carefully performed (Progressive
Medicine, 1901, Vol. I.; p. 80 ). My experience does not agree with
this. I have had two cases under my care, in one of which explor-

aory thoracentesis proved fatal, and in the second produced a des
perat e conditio of he patient. Both of thes cses had n iil for
several weeks' with symptos o en a bothgave e pysical

signs of empyema. The hous sr sreon was iristructed to introduce a
needief into thechest toerif th anos no
sooner was the needie introduced, infac befoe the piston o the
syringe had been draw up, th a t e patient gave a sp a as
dead. Autopsy showed aconiplete involvemenof the effected lu
with t.ubércle, but no Sign f aninjury by the neede The patho-
logist reported 'hehert to be normal In the second case, on
the introductioi of the needle the patient began to cogh up
smallquantities of blood, and blood wyas withdrawn by the syringe.
The patient at once collapsed, the respirations became elal1ôw an the
pulse itmperepible;iand it was:only by the most rigorous stimulation
that she rallied. Exprience of this kind howeyer, must npt deter us
from employing thoracentesis. These cases are simply introduced here
to demonstrate that even this comparatively simpl procedure i not
unattended by risk Not only does thoracentesis locate the pus, b
it shows its character and hn e e are able to form an estimate
to how extensive a procedure vill be necessary, and a d in
he prognosis.Ifi th fluid s thi1 pus ith thin shrds rf fibririn, i,

of slight orno odor, particularly if there has been a:istor of pne
monia, then the case is probably one of the pneumoococcus enipyem.
in tubercular cases the pus is thin and contains many 1hit ish'shreds
of fibrin. Should the fluid be markedly purulent, the staphylococus
snd streptococcus, particularly the former, will be found predominating.
Should the staphylococcus and streptococcus be largely predominating,
the pus will be thick and yellow, with ~twings of green, but with
slight odor. Should putrefaction have occurred, the pus will be thick,
greenish with yellow and brown admixed and of a strongly fetid odor.
Much more could be written on the clinical aspect of the pus.

Thoracentesis may prove curative in exceptional cases. Should the
nfection be due to the pneumococcus for the most part, a cure may
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be expected by a thorough evacuatiòn of all:the fluid; al ways providing,
however, that secondary infection by some more virulent organism
does not take place. Several cases of typhoid empyema have been
reported cured following the withdrawai of the fluid. In this last
connection it i vell't remember that several cases of typhoid empye-
ina have been reported as recovering spontaneously, the pus being
absorbed. It is only in exceptional cases that such a result is to be
löoked for, *and thoracentesis must remain for the present as a
diagnostic and palliative but not as a curative procedure.

As a palliative procedure, thoracentesis is frequently employed with
Most beneficial results.. Cases in which the pleural tension is extreme
should be aspirated without delay. This should also be done in the
very septic and much weakened patients. The ainount of fluid with-
drawn and the rapity of its withdrawal depend upon the condition
of the patient. If the patient becomes faint or if conghing is set up,
then proceed more slowly, or stop entirely. It is not necessary to
withclraw the entire amount of fluid atone sitting. By proceeding in
this way, we inprove the desperate condition of the patient somewhat,
decredse the amount of septic absorption and gain a few days in
vhich, by forcel elimination and stimulation, the patient's condition

may be so mnuch improved as to permit of a more radical procedure
with a less degree of danger than before. It will be found that cases
in which the pleural tension is great take an anesthetic better if pre-
liminary paracentesis is performed. This should be done several hours
before the operation.

Tirme to Operate.-These cases should be .operated upon or at least
thoracentesis should be performed as soon as the diagnosis is establi-
shed. Every hour that septic fluid is allowed to remain in the pleural
sac conpressing the lung makes against a good final result. Enpye-
ma is essentially a surgical disease and internal medication is unavail-
ing in its cure. These cases are apt to die suddenly, so they should
have the benefit of surgical intervention at the earliest possible
moment.

The preparation of the patient for operation nust be done carefully.
These cases are much debilitated by septic absorption and all unneces-
sary shock and exposure ari to be avoided. It is better to prepare
them in bed and only disinfect that portion of the chest which is in
the iirmediate vicinity of the operation. Dry sterile compresses are
applied to prevent reinfection. Care is taken that the disinfecting
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fluids do not Wet any portion of the patient save the area to be clea:n-
Sed. in very delicate children the legs and abdomen are to be enve-
loped lu warm eotton. Al parts of the body save the chest on the
affected side are to be protectedrm chil No scrubbing or further
disiifection is to be don the operating table

The Position o! the Pa ient.-This vill depend on the operative
procedure to be employed. It is essential, however, that the atient
rest as little as possible on the sound side, as this still further embarr-
asses respiration; nor should it be lef t to the patient to support him-
self in the required position. All parts of the body should be at
rest,and no muscular strain whatsoever put upon him. This is
accomplished by the aid of soft pilloxvs. The simpler operations
cau be performed 'vith the patient flat on the back, with the affected
side etending somewhat beyond the edge of the table Tue affected
sideÀis further made prominent by a flat sand-bag, while the sound
side is supported by soft pillow The arms should be placed natur-
ally above the head If n anesthetic is given, everythin.is done
to reassure the patient, and the operation conducted. li a quiet and
orderly manner. The operator sits on a low, stool with his head on a
level with he field of operation. l the more extensive procedure
iL may be necessary to turn the patient so that he rests more upon
the sound side, but even in these cases much can be done with the
patient in the dorsal position and the side projecting over the edge
of the table. Especially is this true if artificial light is reflected
directly into the cavity.

The Location of the I Iision .It is not nécessary to reach the very
bottom of the cavity in dealing with émpyem, fo what is the bottoin
of tbe cavity on the day of oôperation is the nextday pushed up to the
level of the seventh rib by the action of the diaphragm. Therefore,
if pleurotomy is performed at the level of the sixth rib, one nay hope
for the best result.

Except in those cases in which simple pleurotomy is indicated,
either because of the desperate condition of the patient, of by reason
of the acuteness of the process, the character of the effusion and the
likelihood of the rapid expansion of the lung, the opening in the chest
wall should be sufficient to allow one to introduce the finger. The
pus is allowed to escape slowly, the patient being turned toward the
affected side to facilitate this. The escape of pus is aided by the
patient's attempt at coughing, but this should be avôided as it causes
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the fluid to ,seape oo rapidl, thus forming a vapid vascularization of
the affected ung and the adhesions and granulations covering it.
This may resuit in quite marked hemorrhage. The finger is then
intioduced, and the size of the cavity noted, also the ascent of the
diaphragm, the descent of the lung, and the amount of granulative
tissue and adhesions. If masses of fibrin are present, these are hooked
out with the finger aided by a broad bladed pair of forceps. Stick
sponges nay be gently used to clean the cavity of ail masses of fibrin.
The question as to whether adhesions should be broken up with the
finger is one that must be decided by the individual operator. To
break up adhesions through a small incision, and in the dark, as it
were, may become a serious matter. The probabilities are that a lung
which is bound down by adhesions tense and unresisting enough to
require tearing with the fingers at the depth of a cavity and unaided
by sight, will ultimately require a pleurectony to free it, while on the
other handif the adhesions are not dense, lung gyinnastics will
ultimately cause the lung to expand and consequently the forcible
loosening of such adhesions with the finger is unnecessary. To say
the least, such a procedure is fraught with danger.

As to washing out the cavity, that may be left till the next day.
It is unnecessary to increase the shock by irrigation at the time of
operation. It should not be necessary then, if the cavity bas been
completely cleansed of masses of fibrin, except in cases of primary
putrid empyema or in those which through neglect of the ordinary
rules of asepsis become infected secondarily.

Drainage.-It is presumed that the operation has completely
emptied the pleural cavity of pus and masses of fibrous exudate. In
very recent cases in children, in which the lung completely expands at
the time of the operation, simply packing the wound with gauze may
be sufficient. Such cases are rare. In most cases, it Vill be necessary
to employ a rubber drainage tube. There are many ways of arrang-
ing this tube. The tube may be slender, fenestrated, curved on itself,
the coils held in place by thick strands of catgut, thus forming a mat
which rests on the floor of the cavity, the proximal end of the tube
emerging from the opening; or it may be short and thick and simply
serve to preserve an opening in the chest wall through which the
secretion may escape. Various other methods of placing the tube are
used, but the above represent the two extremes. Care must be taken
that the tube does not press upon the lung or injury may result. The
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tube nay be retained, in place'b'assing a lare safety pin through
its wallbutnot through its lûmaen cosé to the chestall. A Dieée
of tpe is passed through the pin and astene around the chest. The
tubeaits ntrance into thechest wal is surrou ed wit h gaze. If
the pus be thin and no fibrous depositsarepresent, the coiled tube or
a tube which lies at the bottom of the caviiy during the ordinary
movemients of the patient may be eimployed. The dressing around
the tube is fastened in place hy a chest binder through which an
aperture has been provided for the ent-rgence of the tube. To the
chest tube a long tube is connected, the distal end of which is sub-
merged in a basin or bottle of bichlorid of imercury (1-1000) placed
beside the bed. The respiratory mnoveinents of the affected lung or
its fehows will cause the antiseptic solution to rise and faull in the tube
and this will aid the pus to flowdown the tube and into the solution,
keeping the cavity thoroughly draine, and' by keeping te chest
dressing clean, allow of ready closure of the thoracic wound arourid
the tube. The catgut on the coiled tube looen' in from three to six
days and the tube may then bevith .awtn, by gentle tracti n, anif
the discharge is profuse be replaced by a short drainage tube. If the
coiled tube has been properly arranged changing the chest dressing
will not have been necessary until the tube is changed.

If the pus be thick or if fibrous deposits are present, a thick wialled
tube of larger calibre will be used, which will project but slightly into
the cavity. Such a tube iay be sewn into the wound by stitches
including its wall, but not encroaching on its lumen, or nay be fas-
tened by tapes as described above. A copious gauze dressing is
applied to receive the discharges. This dressing should be changel as
frequently as soiled and each removal of dressing should be done with
aseptic care. This large tube may be connected with a bottle
as described above.

Position of the patient.-Such patients are not allowed to sit up for
at least twenty-four hours. Indeed, they should resume the sitting
position by degrees. They are, as a rule, ernaciated by long illness.
Their respiratory and circulatory apparatus has experienced a shock,
and a sudden change in position nay produce severe and even fatal
syncope. Even during the first few hours however, the head and
trunk nay be gradually elevated to ensure more efficient drainage by
causing deeper respirations. The patient is encouraged to lie on the
diseased side as rmuch as possible, and to assume such positions as will
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provide the mos efficient drainage in order to prevent stagnation of
secretions.

&gnifcance of fever -. Rise in temperature, if it occurs early in the
first forty-eight hiurs following the operation, may be due to the
supervening of pneumonia or the extension of latent or subsiding
pneumonia. The history would lead us to expect such a complication.
If pulmonary tuberculosis existed prior to the operation, an acute pro-
cess may be grafted on the already existing chronic one. By far the
most comnon cause of fever, however, will be stagnation of the sec-
retions. This is to be avoidled as outlined above. If, however, the
thick pus refuses to flow from the -tube, it will be necessary to enploy
irrigation of the cavity. An empyena should be kept as fresh and
clean as we would keep an ahscess occurring elsewhere. A well placed
drain and a favorable position of the patient will usually accomtplish
this. Irrigation is only to be used in cases which refuse to drain by
the ordinarv methods. The temperature of the irrigating fluid shouli
be 100° F. to .avoid slock and a sufficient amount of the fluid,
at least one quart, eniployed to thoroughly cleanse the cavity.
Solutions of carbolic or bichloride of mercury are to be avoided.
Normal saline solutions or boro-salicylie acid solution (Thiersch) nay
be employed. If masses of fibrinous exudate persist they are to be
removed by long handled blunt forceps. This disintegration may be
facilitated by the use of small quantities of neutralized peroxide of
hydrogen injected through the tube.

In case several sacculations or cavities are present these can be
drained through separate tubes or may be converted into one cavity.
If drainage is properly provided for and if no complications such as
pneu monia supervene, or if the case is not a tubercular one, the tem-
perature soon reaches normal. The amount of shock will depend upon
the previous condition of the patient, the acuteness of the process, and
somewhat upon the rapidity with which the cavity has been emptied.
It will be greater in those cases in which irrigation bas been used. It
is to be looked for in all cases and combated by the usual means.
Hemorrhage may occasionally occur from an improperly ligated
intercostal artery; rarely from the cavity itself, unless extensive
adhesions have been disturbed either by manipulation or by too rapid
emptying of the cavity. In the former case, the bleeding vessel mnust
be sought for and ligated; in the latter if excessive, the temporary
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closure of the opening in the chest will control the hemorrhage. This
is effected by strapping a compress over the opening.

Lung gymnastics.-The patient is to be gotten out of bed and in the
open air as soon as lie is able to move about. He is early irstructed
in the use of the water bottles in order to expand the lung as qiickly
as possible. The longer expansion of the lungs is neglected, the more
difficult it will become, as the adhesions will become more dense.

Duration of hetaling.-In acute cases, the lung expands readily, as
a rule, and the cavity quickly closes. In babies, the process may take
from fourteen to twenty-one days. The longer the duration of the
empyema, the longer will the cavity persist. In long standing cases,
as those in which tubercular infection is superadded, an extremely

long after-course is to be expected. In such cases, means other than
gymnastics must be considered with a view of obliterating the cavity.

Seconda-y scoliosis.-As a result of the approximation of the ribs of
the affected side, by reason of the lack of necessity for the muscular
apparatus of that side to take part in the respiratory act, the dorsal
portion of the spine becomes scoliosed with the concavity of the
deformity toward the affected side. Compensatory curves in the
cervical and dorsal region will follow in time. These deformities will
disappear in case the lung can be subsequently made to expand.

Fistula followinq enpyema -This is frequently met with in those
cases in which a system of lung gymnastics has not been thoroughly
carried out, in those cases in which the empyema has been present for
a long time and many adhesions have formed, and in tubercular cases.
Fistula may also be caused by a retained drainage tube. Here, as in
operations upon the ribs alone, necrosis may cause the fistula to per-
sist. Should the fistula persist eiglit weeks after an operation for
empyema its cause must be ascertained. A. thorough examination of
the patient will reveal any tubercular disease. The general condition
is to be improved as mucli as possible, lung gymnastics are continued,
and cleansing and disinfection of the cavity with breaking up of
adhesions with the finger or blunt curette done. Should the cavity
still persist, several courses are open to us, with the view of obliter-
ating the cavity. Either the chest wall can be sunk in by an
extensive resection of the rib overlying it (Estlander's or Schede's
operations) or the affected pleura can be resected, removing with it
the dense adhesions and thus freeing the lung (Fowler's operations) or
a combination of these methods may be employed. If a retained
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drainage tube is the cause, removal of this will usually suffice for a
cure. Operative methods should not be resorted to until itis seen
thab the cavity will not close by nature's aid alone. Nature tends to
close such cavities by expansion of the lung on the diseased side, by
expansion of the opposite lung, by the increased rise of t, diaphragrm
upon the diseased side and by a narrowing of the intercostal spaces by
a gradually encroaching of the ribs until finally they may even over-
lap. Not all cases can be cured even by extensive operations, and in
obstinate cases several operations may be necessary. These cases
make poor subjects for operation by reason of the long period of
suppuration and the possible tubercular diathesis. Brooklyn Medical
Journal.
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Correspondence.

A HALIFAX 0TOR A BROAD.

GRAND HOTE, dURHiAUS,
Davos ia Lz

Sitzerland
DEAI Sin,-Possibly some personal impressions of this welI known

plae may not be without interest for your readers.
Being in the city of Zurich I decided on making the journey here,

and in addition to its medical interest, the visit bas well repaid me.
The railway passes first along the borderof the beautiful lake of

Zurich and later skirts the margin of the smaller but much grande
lake of Walenstadt, with its lofty ruggced peaks arising abruptly from
the water's edge.

At the little village of Landquart we take the narrow gauge railvway
and ascend a continuous grade, making the thirty miles in a little less
than three hours, and gradually.leaving a region of green rass and,
blossoming fruit trees for one of snow and stately .spruces. Arriving
in a snow-storn I soon found myself located in a most comfortable
hotel and sat down to a dinner, including among other good hins
ripe strawberries.

The two villages of Davos Dorf and Davos Platz now forming
one community of about 8,000 people, are situated in a long valley
about 5,000 feet above the level of the sea, and completely enclosed
by mountains rising from two to three thousand feet above them.

Although it is usually thought that this was the starting point of
the so-called open air cure for consumption, this is not strictly true.
To a Dr. Breymer, of Gorbersdorf, in northern Gernany belongs the
credit of inaugurating the treatment, and it was not until about 1860
that Dr. Spengler proved the superiority of Davos-since become so
fainous. The special features claimed are high altitude, dryness,
steady cold, absence of wind and a large amount of sunshine.

As to whether these are absolutely essential points, or whether as is
being now claimed just as good results can be had without them, I
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t prs an opinion' 'aturally authorities here have only
one view and I must say that it would seem reasonable that, although
good results may be obtained elsewhere, they can hardly be as quickly,
assurely and as rarkedly realized as in this or some place having
similar conditions.

Davos may be said to consist of hotels, pensions (the continental
synonym for boarding houses) and sanatoria. Of course there are
the houses of the people, shops, churches, etc., but they are a second-
ary consideration. It is a bright attractive place, and in winter with
the snow and bright sun and the crowds of visitors must be much
more so.

The season extends froni October to April and is now about
finished. From three to five thousand people come here each season,
and of these about two-thirds are estimated to corne for the purpose
of "taking the cure." The others are attracted chiefly by the winter
sports which are to be lad in perfection, including skating, sleigh-
driving, curling, coasting and ski-running. Their presence is regarded
by thedoctors as a disadvantage, as patients are far too apt to be led
away into taking too great exertion.

The first thing that strikes one on coming here is that sick and
well are associated together in the hotels. For instance-of about
sixty people at present in the hotel where I am, at least fifty are
taking the "cure." This is especially true of Englishmen who for
some reason avoid the sanatoria.* The explanation probably is that
the hotels were originally built for the sick and not for the well as the
name of this hotel indicates-"Curhaus" meaning "Cure House."
Every hotel and pension is provided with extensive balconies on
which the hours of " cure " are passed.

There are eight sanatoria proper; four in Davos Platz; two in
Davos Dorf, and two about a mile away from the village. The two
latter are supported, one by the city of Basle for Swiss patients ; the
other by the Dutch for the people of that nationality. In both of
them patients are required to pay from two to five francs per day, if able.
Of these institutions I have visited five, and was everywhere received
most cordially. The original one is known as Dr. Turban's and is
still conducted by him. The most recent and best equipped is the
" Schatzalp." It has only been open about a year. It is built at a
point on the side of a mountain of the saine name 1,000 feet above the

* I find this the accepted spelling here and not sanilaria.
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valley;aceommodates one hundred anId te -atients. It is moder
and up-to-date in every respect and with the Funicular tRailvay and
vinding carriage rÔad up the Iountain is said to have cos6t abo ut
oner ad a half illion francs-so there must"be money inthe businiess

t Ali of the institutions are constructed on the same general lan,
beingessetiay hotels with long, wide verandah, facin outh,
and in many cases:havng rivate balconies connected with some o
the roomns 'for special pat ents.

On these verandahs the institution furnishes wicker-work rechng
chairs, with mattress-the patient has to provide bis eeping bag and
blankets, and here it is that the most ofis' time is passed-no
degree of cold being allowdrèd to interfere with the regtular hours of

cure." The day's routine is about as follows, each patient havig
howeVr his articul ar cad f instructions to guide him:

Rise about 7.30. Before risini take a lass of milk. Have ib
bing, and (if able) sbowerbath. Then breakfast -Valk, (as much as
allowed.) Glass of milk. Take the cure 1L30 to 1. Second break-
fast or dinner. ' Take the cure 2.30 to 4, with absolute silence At4
o'clock a glass of rnilk. Then 'walk again as directed, or rest. 6 to ,7
take the cure. -At'7, evening meal. Then correspondence or aiit use-
ment. 8.30 to 9.30 take the cure. Then take glass of milk and o to
bed at 10 o'clock. This goes on d in and dy fr mont

As far as I Can learr cod liver o altine and al medicines are
abandoned. For'cough all say codeine in some simple form of syrup
s be For sleepsedatives only in extreme cases. For' fe-e, ca
sionally antipyretics if restiii b fais Al use bats iven witlh hose
and spray if patient cas. stand thenÉ comnenced arm and cooled
down, given by maie or femenrs hu t one of the doctors awa' s
present; rubbing before and after. Hetol three tim es a veek, njeed
into vein in bend of elbow, is praised by some but they admit that it
only does good in certain cases, and 1e doctor told me it did most
good in nervous patients and was probably pSychic moti Some
still use tuberculin, but the whole drift of opinion is against use of
medicine and in favor of reliance upon the cure alone. Food is plain,
milk, eggs, meat, green vegetables, cooked fruits, etc.

As to results, of course it is very difficult to get an unbiased opinion.
Everyone here is dependent more or less directly upon the presence of
the patients in the town.

The sanatorias are owned by joint stock companies in which the
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doctors, generall re shareholders a well as hotel keepers and other
resi dent s

s fa as I u by talking to doctors druggists, patients,
sanatora mangers and others, a good majority of patients who came
here got well, or, at least, improved.

The sual period of stay is about six months, though they often
return again for further period of cure.

The doctors recominend patients to remain during summer
as well, but not many do, preferring to go away for a change and to
return if necessary. As to new sanatorium cases, they are treated in
hotels and pensions by the medical men of the place, and if they have
strength of will enough to obey instructions, they possibly do just
as well; but for the young and probably for most others, the institu-
tion would seem to have advantages not to had outside.

Ai patients are weighed once a month and a regular examination
of chest is made at like interval. They take and record their own tem-
perature from th ree to six times daily. Throat and nose conditions
are carefully examined and treated.

It eems to be admitted that Davos is not likely to retain the
preeminence which it has hitherto held in Europe, on account of the
establishment of the "cure" in so many other places-but it has a
a strong advantage in its reputation.

At present Germans form the largest number of patients. English
probably come next. There are nany Portugese and some Russians,
but ail nationalities are represented. My next door neighbour, now
at table, is from New Zealand, and at one of the sanatoria I was asked
about a young Haligonian who was here ast winter.

NAs to the cases suitable for treatment, of course the earlier in the
disease the patient cormes, the greater the chances of cure. The
stage of softening, however, is not considered to contraindicate
hopeful treatment, and even the presence of cavities in one lung, pro-
vided the other one is in good condition.

Personally I may say that I feel more impressed with the hopeful-
ness of good results from the treatment than I did before coming
here. Also that the importance of early diagnosis is to be specially
insisted on and the immediate use of and long continuance of the
means enforced. Considering the results to be had in less favored
places than this I would say, as in fact I have done already, that
while they are not likely to be as good as if patients could be sent
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here, or tosome similarly circumstanced place, still this should not
revent or adopting the plaof treatment to the best of the means

at our command.
The t ublic institutions 'here are just in line w th the plan pro-

posed in Nova Scotia. They each acconMmodate about eighty patients
and I think are kept fll.

The town regulations as to contagion are very strict. Every person
who receives a stranger into his bouse-be it sanatorium, hotel or
pension must notify the authorities, and if such person be sick he
must again notify his departure, when an inspector is sent to disinfect
the house with forinalin. ,Frequent notices on streets, in German,
French and English, warn against expectoration. Water supply is
good, and drainage is well looked after. Modern water-closets and
bath-rooms are provided and insisted on.

Hotels liere are very good and charges very moderate, considering
that everything, including fuel, bas to be brought up the mountains.

At pensions the rate varies froin five to twelve francs per day.
At sanatoria they charge froni ten to fifteen francs. This includes

medical services, baths, rubbing, and everything except washing.
There is a public laundry with a disinfecting plant attached.

A subscription library provides all latest books. Town furnishes
music, and everything is done to, make tile pass for the un villing
sojourners.

I go froni here to Vienna wlhere I expect to spend son e time seeing
the hospitals for which it is famons.

Yours,
May 9th 19021 J.F B.
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LACOTOPEPTINE TABLETS.
Same formula as Lactopeptine Powder. Issued in this form for convenience

of patient-who can carry lis medicine in his pocket, and so be enabled to take
it at regularly prescribed periods without trouble.

Everything that the science of pharnacy can do for improvenent of
manufacture of Pepsin, Panereatine, and Diastase. has been quietly ap.

plied to these ferments as conpounded in Lactopeptinie."
-The Medical Times and Hospital Gazette.

CAN BE ORDERED THROUGH ANY DRUGGIST. SAMPLES FREE TO MEDICAL MEN.

NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,

SS VELLINGTON STREET WEST, ToRoNTo.

Liquid Peptonoids with Creosote
Beef, Milk and Wine Peptonised witft Creosote,

Liquid Peptonoids with Creosote is a preparation whereby the therapeutic
effects of creosote can be obtained, together with the nutritive and reconstituent
virtues of Liquid Peptonoids. Creosote is extensively used as a remnedy to
check obstinate voniting. What better vehicle could there be than Liquid
Peptonoids, which is both peptonized and peptogenic ? It is also indicated in
Typhoid Fever, as it furnishes both antiseptic andl highly nutritive food, and an
efficient antiseptic medicanient in an easily digestible andi assimilable form.

In the gastro-intestinal diseases of children, it also supplies both the food and
the renedy, thereby fulfilling the sane indications which exist in 1'yphoid Fever.

Each tablespoonful contains two mninims of pure Beechwood Creosote and
one minin of Guaiacol.

DosE.-One to two tablespoonfuls fron three to six tinies a day.

THE ARLINGTON CHEMICAL COMPANY,
o=oNro.

" BOROLYPTOL "
Is a combination cf highly efficient antiseptie remedies in fluid form de-

signed for use as a lotion whenever and wherever A CLEANSING AND
SWEETENING wash is required. It possesses a delightful balsamie fragrance
and pleasant taste, and cai be enployed with great advantage

AS A CLEANSING LOTION AS A VAGINAL DOUCHE
AS A NASAL DOUCHE AS A MOUTH WASH

AS A FRAGRANT DENTIFRICE.

THE PALISADE MANUFACTURINC CO.
Sample5 sent
on application. 88 WELLINOTON STREET West, TORONTO



AN APPROPRIATE ILLUSTRATION
OF THE POROUS NATURE OF THE COATING ON

ampoles Pulverous pills
rnav be found in those containing Asafoetida Sumbul
Valerian, etc., which at ail times possess the strong and
characteristic odor of the drugs entering into their
composition.

Frequently we are criticised for not manufacturing
Pis in whichthisisagreeable feature is overcome; our
contention has always beenhowever, tlbat to maslIth
odor an insoluble subcoating must b used which car

ot. hel but retard a prompt therapeutic cffect after
admin istration.

Command us to send sampPs of our pils-they aré
made by twentieth centurv methods, and wili at ail times
be found dependentl active.

We invite, in fact are anxious for the rost critical
exammiation ancid comparison of WAMPOLE'S
PULVEROUS PILLS with those of other nanufac-
turers, as regards therapeutic efficiency, rapid disintegra-
tion, and beauty of finish

f ou have no vd a oy of o test rice
List advise s, wvhen onexviil be þromptly and gladlÿ
forwarded.

HENRY K. WAMPOLE & COý
Manufacturing Chenists,

Branch Office and Laboratory: Main Offices and Laboratories:
TORONTO, CANADA. PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
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THE CANADIAN MEDICAL ACT, 1902.

In miany respects, perhaps, the nost noteworthy legislation passed

by the Parliament of Canada during the recent session was the above
named Act, which makes provision for a qualification in medicine
enabling the holders thereof to practice in all the provinces of Canada.

Ever since Confederation strenuous efforts have been made to over-
come the disabilities occasioned by the regulation of the study and
the practice of medicine being subject to provincial control. At one
period it was hoped that a scheme of inter-provincial reciprocity
would be adopted, but like previous efforts it ended in failure. The
collapse of the reciprocity movement inspired Dr. Roddick of Mon-
treal to advocate a measure which had hitherto been regarded as
impracticable.

Being assured by eminent constitutional lawyers that certain
sections of the Confederation Act would permit the Dominion
Parliament to regulate the practice of medicine, without trenching
upon provincial rights, lie set about to work out the details of a
measure that would be acceptable to all parts of the country and to
secure its adoption by the Commons and Senate of Canada.

Dr. Roddick has given much time and an infinite amount of labour
to attain this object. He has visited all the provinces of Canada,
many several times, witb a view of dispelling objections and obtaining
suggestions.

It is a well known fact that the chief reason which induced the
(215)
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genial Doctor to enter upon a political life was the conviction that
his presence in Parliament was essential to secure the adoption of the
legislation which he had mapped out. His labours have been crowned
with success, and a measure has been passed by Parliament without
encountering serious opposition, which will be of inestimable value to
the medical profession of Canada.

It is important to note .that Dr. Roddick's bill cannot come into
operation until it is endorsed by the medical boards of all the
provinces, and legislation is obtained to recognize registration under
its provisions as being equivalent to that obtained under provincial
law. The refusal of one province to take this step will postpone the
operation of the Act indefinitely. It is probable that the reason for
this somewhat objectionable feature of the bill is that in no
other way is it possible to secure recognition of a Canadian qualifica-
tion by the Medical Council of Great Britain.

It is not likely that any opposition will be offered to the Act in the
Maritimé Provinces, and the necessary legislation can be obtained
without difficulty. Hearty approval of the z.easure, by the various
medical societies which meet next month, would strengthen the hands
of the medical boards and materially lessen the risk of hostile
opposition in the local legislatures.

The Act of course is not an ideal one,-too many conflicting interests
had to be reconciled and provincial rights carefully guarded. Looked
at in the light of these numerous difficulties, we regard the bill as
being far in advance of any schene hitherto proposed, and reflecting
the highest credit upon Dr. Roddick who has been mainly instru-
mental in securing its adoption.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA.

The programme in full of the approaching meeting at New Glasgow
is as follows:

WEDNESDAY, July 2, 1902.
2 p. m.

Meeting called to order.
Registration.
Report of the Committee of Arrangements.
Reading of Minutes of last meeting, etc.



Reports o Conmittees.
Appointment f Nominating Committee.
Appointment of Members to serve on Provincial Medical Board (trien-

nial election).

PAPERS.

1.-On Several Tnconsistencies - - - DR. H. P. CAY, Pugwash.
2.-Insomnia, with Some Suggestions for Treatment,

---- -- --.--- DR. H. H. MacK&Y. New Glasgow.
3.-(Case reports.) - - - - - -- DR. E. D. FARRELL, Halifax.

a. Suprapubic Cystotony.
b. Abscess of the Lung.

4.-Report on a Case of Cystitis, - - - DR. H. P. CuY, Pugwash.
5.-A Short Report of Two Unusual Cases, - DR. J. N. MAcK, Halifax.

8 p. m. Evening Session.
PUBLIC MEETING.

1.-The Presidential Address, - DR. JorN- W. MAcKAY, New Glasgow.
2.-On Vaccination,- ---- - - DR. A. P. REID, Middleton.

The reading of this paper will be followed by a discussion,
in which Dr. Haliiday, Gov't Bacteriologist; Dr. M.
Chisholm, Dr. W. B. Moore, Dr. DeWitt, and others,
will take part.

3.-Examination of Water, Chemical and Bacteriological,
- - - - - - - - - - DR. A. HALLiDAY, Halifax.

THURSDAY, July 3.
9 a. m. Morning Session.

Report of the Noninating Conmittee.
1.-The Address in Surgery, - - - PRoF. G. E. ARMsTRONG, Montreal.
2.-A Case of Malignant R4 dema : recovery, - DR. M. Cmsnour, Halifax.
3.-A Series of Laparotomies, - - - DR. T. J. F. MURPHY, Elalifax
4.-The Treatinent of Puerperal Sepsis, - DR. ERNEsT KENDALL, Sydney.

2 p. m. Afternoon Session.
1.-The Address in Medicine, - - - PRoF. F. G. FENLAY, Montreal.
2.-Mental Disturbances during the Puerperium,

- - - - - - DR. W. H. IHTITIE, Sup't N. S. Hospital.
3.-Gall Stone Disease, - - - - - DR. M. A. B. SrTi, Halifax.
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4. Senile Peritoneal Tuberc losis- D. ARTHR IBRT, Berwick.
5.-Albuminuric Retinitis, D. G. H Cox, ew Glasgow
6.-Some Indications for the Use of Arsenic and Sodium Benzoate,

--DE K.ENNEDY, New Gasgow

7p. m. Evening Session.
1.-Note on the Treatment of Enuresis, - Di. D. A. CAMTPBELL, Halifax.
2.-Notes on Small-Pox,-- Du. W. B. MooRE, Kentville.
3.-On the Relation of the General Practitioner to the Physical Life

and Development of our Youth, - Di. J. A., SPoNAGLE, 2Middleton.
4.-On Phlegniasia Alba Dolens, - - - DR. J. K. Msuno, Lockeport.

9 P. M., BANQUET.

RAILWAY ARRANGEMENTS.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

If ten or more delegates attend the meeting and purcliase ten or
more first class full lare one way tickets, and obtain at the starting
point a Standard Certificate, they will be entitled on the presentation
of such Certificate duly filled in and signed by the Secretary, to the
Agent at New Glasgow, to free tickets for the return journey. "Cer-
tificates will be honoured up to and including three days after the
close of the meeting."

DOMINION ATLANTIC RAILWAY:

Tickets can be obtained on the same conditions as on I. C. R.

CENTRAL RAILWAY CO., Ltd.:

Sells tickets to Windsor Jmction on the Standard Certificate
Plan, but does not issue tickets to points on the I. C. R.

THE MIDLAND RAILWAY CO., Ltd.:

Grant similar concessions on their line, to and from Truro.

INVERNESS & RICHMOND RAILWAY CO.

Grant similar rates to delegates, good going June 30 to July 3,
returning up to and including July 5.

This meeting should be a record-breaker, not only in attendance,
but in the benefits derived both socially and intellectually.

fl.-Please read Nlotice at top of Standard Certificate.
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MARITIME MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MEETING.

The association meets this year in the historic city of Charlotte-
town, situated on the Hillsborough River, in the Province of Prince
Edward Island. The local committee will do all that is possible to
make the meeting interesting and entertaining, and we trust that the
attendance from the three provinces will be larger than on any pre-
vious occasion. The president, Dr. F. P. Taylor, will doubtless do all
in his power as successor to the late lamented Dr. W. S. Muir, who pre-
sided so ably at Halifax last year. We hope the medical practitioners
of the island province will show their appreciation of the benefits of
mutual intercourse by attending in full force. Prince Edward Island at
this season of the year is most attractive to visitors and tourists, and
a drive through the rural districts will itnpart bealth and vigor to
practitioners whose toil and labor entitles them to a holiday trip.
Hotel accommodations are ample in the city; " Hotel Davis," " Queen
Hotel," "Revere Hotel.'' " The Ocean House," the " Alexandra" and
several others, prices ranging from SI to $2 per day.

Men of Nova Scotia and Texw Brunswick-buckle on your travelling
costumes and start for the island on the Sth of July. The steamer
" Princess," froin Pictou, and the steamer " Northumberland," from
Point Duchene, are charming boats, with excellent commanders and
attentive officers to cater to the wants and comforts of the travelling
public.

Many old faces will be missed-many we shook hands with in
the past have since passed over to the majority. This will serve as
a reminder that an opportunity once lost can never be regained.
Now we have the opportunity of going and renew and form acquaint-
ances, as doubtless we will all never be able to meet at St. John next
year. Sone one will be missing whose vacant chair tells the old
story. The battle of life must go on, and those who are left must
realize that the great object of life is not to make money and hoard it
up-for heirs to quarrel over. Take a well-earned recreation and
enjoy a pleasant trip to the garden of the gulf-if not of all Canada.
Come one and all and take your wives and daughters with you, and
you will return to the active duties of life with better health apd
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vigor by spending a few days inhaling the healthy sea breezes on the
shores of Prince Edward Island.

A portion of the programme has been already published (see May
number.) Other papers promised and subjects of discussion are the
following:

Presidential Address, 7- -- F. P. TAYLOR, Charlottetown.
11. D. HAMILTON, Montrea', Laryngeal Cases in Practice.
J. J. McGE, St. John, The Mouth as an Index of Health.
JAmis Ross, Halifax, Further Notes on Treatment of Prostatic Affections
J. A. MACKENZIE, Dartmouth,

- - - The Mental Disturbances of Puberty and the Menopause.
H. D. WEAvER, Halifax, - - - Therapeuties of the X-Rays.
F. F. KELLY, Charlottetown, ------ Case Report.
T. A. STODDARD, Pueblo, Colorado, -

- - - - Some of the Mistakes of Surgical Gynecology.
G. E. DEWITT, Wolfville, N. S., - - - - - - - -

- - Two Cases of Appendicitis Without Surgical Interference.
N. S. FRASER, St. John's Nfld. - - - Case of Rupture of the Uterus.
Discussions; Ethics, - - Opened by Dr. R. MACNEILL, Charlottetown.
Cancer; - - - -- - Opened by P. OoNRoY, Charlottetown.

Among the Social events promised are the following:
"At Home" at Government louse from 4 to 6 p. m. on July 9th.

A drive on the afternoon of July 10th
A "Smoking Concert" at the Orderly Rooms of the Drill Hall at 9

p. m. on'Thursday evening.
The usual reduced fares on railways and steamers have been arranged.

THE MUIR MEMORIA.L FUND.

In reference to the Muir Mernorial Fund we have recently received
a letter from Dr. E. A. Randall, Truro, from which we are pleased to
quote the following:.

.' The Muir Memoriai Fund has reached $1030.00 by $1.00 sub-
scriptions, and still a few coming in every day, although I think the
small amounts are nearly all in. I believe there are many of Dr.
Will's friends who will wish to supplement this sum with larger
subscriptions. From this time on there will be no limit as to amount



of subscriptions. If. his friends among the "medical profession in
Halifax wish to give us a donation, we shall be glad to get it, either
in a lump sum or individually just as they see fit."

Now that we are privileged to subscribe a larger amount than one
dollar individually, we feel that the profession in this city particularly
will gladly aid this worthy object. Any subscriptions to this fund
can be forwarded to Dr. E. A. Kirkpatrick of this city, or to the
editor of the NEws.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

MAJOR G. C. .TONES.-A few lines from Dr. G. C. Jones, at present
with the Canadian Field Hospital, South Africa, containsq the
following: " Poor W. S. Muir-I was so shocked I have no heart
to write anything for the Medical Society, now that he is gone."

THE LAURENTIA' SANATORIUM.-This well known institution at
St. Agathe was unfortunately burned to the ground last month and
one lady lost ber life. While sympathizing with the director, Dr. A.
J. Richer in such a calamity, we well know that the new buildings
will be most modern in every particular and thus prove of even
greater service in the treatment of tubercular cases.

!Datters Personal and "fmpersonal.

A number of medical men of this province have entered into the
holy bonds of mnatrimony this month, to whom the NEws offers its
sincere congratulations. Those noticed in the public press are the
following:

June 2nd, Dr. Wm. H. Eager, of Barton, to Miss Constance Hill, of
Dartmouth. (Miss Hill had been recently a very efficient nurse at
the Victoria General Hospital.)

June 4th, Dr. Geo. G. Gandier, of Pictou, to Miss Annie L. Dickson
formerly of St. John.

221EDITORIA-L.'
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June 11th, Dr 1H. . MacKa of Néw Glasgow to Miss Christina
Y. Miller, of St. John. (Miss Miller was formerjy a capab e nurse at
the Aberdeen Hospital, New Glasgo.v)

June 11th, Dr. L. B Braine of Hacketts Coe to MissJessie E.
Graham, of Bear River.,

June 11th, Dr. C. H. Baltzer, of Middleton, to Miss Lyda E. Water-
man, of North Brooklyn.

June llth, Dr. T. M. O'Sullivan, of Glace Bay, to Miss Cassie Mac-
Lean, of Antigonish.

Dr. G. P. Girdwood has lately resigned his position as Professor of
Chemistry on the Medical Faculty of McGill University. Dr. R. F.
Ruttan, Professor of Practical Chemistry. and who so efficiently
assisted Dr. Girdwood as lecturer for a number of years, bas been
appointed to the chair.

Dr. W. W. White, of St. John,-we oinitted to stateý in our last
issue-was elected in April in the mayoralty contest by a very large
majority.

Dr. A. W. Hl. Lindsay, of this city, has lately returned from a pleasant
trip to Baltimore and Boston. At the former city he attended the
closing exercises of the Johns Hopkins University where his nephew
received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

In Special Sessions on last Thursday before Justices Wyatt, McKean
and Hinsdale, Clarence D. Bowman, a director of the Lewis A. Bates
Company, and the manager of their drug store in No. 739 Sixth
avenue, pleaded guilty to having violated section No. 364 of the Penal
Code in using another preparation in place of essence of pepsin man-
ufactured by Fairchild Brothers & Foster in filling prescriptions
calling for the latter preparation. He was fined $50.

It appeared that on several occasions when physicians had pre-
scribed Fairchild's Pepsin,: Bowman lad delivered the imitation
mixture. Bowman said he was sorry for what he had done, but had
no excuse to offer. In imposing sentence Justice Wyatt said that the
offence was a most serious one, and that a heavier penalty would
have been imposed had not the injured firin recommended leniency
by reason of its Ming the defendant's first conviction.-New York
Press, May 24th, 1902.



NOVA SCOTIA BRANCH BRITISII MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

March 19th, 1902. Dr. T. W. Walsh, President in the chair.
Dr. Ross presented a case of leucoderma in a girl aged 16 years,

several small patches beixg present on the face and neck, and also on
one side of the face a thickened condition resembling the early stage
of scleroderma. This latter condition had been treated by galvanism
for some weeks at intervals of two or three days which resulted in
diminishing the thickness very much.

Dr. Goodwin then read a paper on " Medical Ethics." (Published
on page 194 of this issue.)

Dr. Cunningham complimented Dr. Goodwin on his paper. There
was great improvement in the profession since his early days. Refer-
ence was made to the way doctors were treated when he was a
beginner and he related some interesting examples. HRe considered
much of the improvement dub to such meetings as those of the
branch of the British Medical Association.

Dr. Kirkpatrick said he would not treat of the relations of the
specialists to one another and to the general practitioner, but thought
that it would be well to discuss club practice which he thought might
be done away with to a great extent. He also referred to the death
of the late Dr. W. S. Muir who had done so much to elevate the tone
of the profession.

Dr. G. M. Campbell endorsed what Dr. Goodwin said about club
practice. However, he did not think many club patients could pay
full fees. His club patients did not give him mbeh trouble. He had
not gained many families through club practice and did not care
much for those lie had gained.

Dr. C D. Murray referred to the advertisements of specialists,
while advertising among the general practitioners was practically
now unknowin. The specialists, however, must be a law unto -them-
selves. In reference to club practice he would prefer to see adopted
the custom of the National Aid Society which allowed the employ-
ment of any doctor and paid him a stated fee per visit. He would be
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willin to give up any clbs he hel n he as as ured tey would
not be taken by any other practitioner

Dr. Mader advocated a scale of fees especially for confinements
where he finds difficulty in collecting more than the ninimum fee.
He thought we were ahead of other cities ethically. Often the actions
of physicians are misconstrued, and patients' and friends' stories are
unreliable. He thought a word from this society would correct
abuses of drug stores. It would be well for clubs to be held by men
of less than three years' practice. Specialists are the greatest sinners
ethically, as patients run from one to another with lies and then
passions are aroused.

Dr Ross spoke of office practice and the difficulty of refusing
patients of other men. He made it a rule to notify the other man
when such cases occur.

Dr. Murphy said in France specialists were allowed to attend
patients of a family doctor without letting bim know. This was often
reasonable. He was much opposed to medical men trying to cut down
emoluments of other medical men holding public offices. These
emoluments were already too low, and the positions were few.

Dr. Chisholm thought Dr. .Ross did not go far enough in his
requirernents for a doctor who is called to the case of another man.
Some men seen satisfied to send word to the practitioner that he is
not wanted any more. This is neither etiquette nor ethics. He
should meet him in consultation. In office cases judgment and
charity should prevail. When a man begins practice he may not
know inuch about ethics and may thus err. He can, however, always
be guided by the Golden Rule. Referring to the question of the City
Medical Officer, lie (Dr. C.) considered his actions were justified but
misunderstood. The Board of Health were endeavoring to create
a second position, the salary of which would be increased later on.

The President thought the matter should be taken into particular
consideration. The fee for examining for insurance companies was
too small. The pay for I. C. R. employees was inadequate. Cases for
specialists were often sent to Montreal and treated there at a regular
rate.

Dr. Mader noved, and Dr. Goodwin seconded, that a committee be
appointed to formulate a scheme to improve relations between the
profession and clubs.

This was put and carried
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,,The following were appointed: The President, Drs. Goodwin,
Mader and Hogan.

Dr. C. D. Murray moved, and Dr. Mader seconded, that a committee
be appointed to draw up a memorial to Dr. W. S. Muir. The follow-

ing were appointed : The President, Drs. C. D. Murray, and G. M.
Campbell. (See April number, page 142.)

ST. JOHN MEDICAL SOCIETY.

March 5th, 1902. Dr. James Christie in the chair.
A paper on "Simulated Blindness," was read by Dr. Crawford

which will appear later in the NEWS.
March 12th. Dr. W. L. Ellis, President, in the chair.
Dr. Skinner reported three cases. (a) A patient complained of

great pain about the rectum with formation of abscess and purulent
infiltration of the surrounding parts. Examination of the rectum
disclosed a foreign body-portion of the vertebra of a sheep. The
case terminated fatally. (b) Spastics paraplegia. (c) Dupuytren's
contraction of the palmar fascia.

March 19th. Dr. T. D. Walker presented (a) a case to the Society
for diagnosis. The patient had a well marked, high pitched, musical
murmur at the base of the heart. The murmur was thought to be
due to some extra-cardiac condition. Dr. Walker also reported (b) the
case of a patient who shoved marked susceptibility to iodism from
small doses of iodide of potash; and (c) internal strangulation of
bowel occurring in an infant less than two months old. The strang-
ulation was produced by a band (Mectel's diverticulum) two inches
in length, attached to the ilium and the base of mesentery. The
constriction was relieved by operation but the infant did not survive
the shock.

A paper on " United States Immigration Laws " was read by Dr.
Heiser. (This paper was published in our April nu mber).

March 26. Dr. McIntosh exhibited a child with a swollen and
everted condition of the conjunctiva of the lower lid which was
considered to be lupus. There was a family history of lupus and the
mother showed evidence of previous lupus.
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Dr.McLaren showed a case of effective vaccination in a patient
who had suffered severely from snallpox thirty years previously.

Dr. T. D. Walker presented a case of resection of tbe knee, per
formed on account of tubercular disease of that joint. The limb wvas
strong and very s-rviceable.

Dr. Coleman, of Chicago, at one time a member of this Society, gave
an address on the "General IUes of Electricity," with special reference
tothe sinusoidal current in diseases of the eye and ear.

April 2. Dr. Melvin, Vice-President in the chair
Dr MacAulay read a paper on." Hemorrhoids," in whic the pat

ology, etiology, symptoms and treatment we e discu ssed. Prefer nce
vas givin, in operative treatmentoligation

April 9. Dr. Ellis, President, in the chair.
Dr. Melvin exhibitd a specimen of tubercle bacillus, sh wing the

beaded appearance,
A paper on "Local Treatent n Diseases of the .TJpper Air Passages

was read by Dr McCuily.
April 16. Dr. Ellis exhibited a case of a boy aged ten years with

epispadias; and read reports of three cases, traumatie stricture of
urethra, appendicitis and carcinona of tongue.

April 30. Dr. McInrosh related a case of albuminurie retinitis
occurring in a patient in the seventh month of pregnancy. The
outlook was so serious with respect to the patient's vision that lie
submitted the question for the consideration of the Society as to the
advisability in such a case of the in luction of prernature labour.

May 21. The President read an article from the Scienti4c
Monthly on surgical instruments recovered from the ruins of Poinpeii.

May 26. Annual meeting.
nTh Secretary's Report stated that there was a nembership of forty

and that thirty meetings had been held during the year.
The Treasurer and Librarian also submitted reports.
The following were elected officers for the ensuing year:-

P.-esident, - - - Dr. Stewart Skinner.
Vice-President, - - Dr. Gray.
Secretary, - - - Dr. Shaughnessy.
Treasurer, - - - Dr. J. Christie.
Librarian, - - - Dr. Olding.
Curator of Museum - Dr. W. A. Christie.



Book Reviews.
INTERNATIONAL OLINICS.-A quarterly of Illustrated Clinical Lectum s and

especially Prepared Articles by leading members of the medical profes-
sion throughout the world. Volume I, Twelfth Series, 1902. Publish-
ed by J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia. Canadian representa-
tive, Charles Roberts, 1524 Ontario Street, Montreal.

The present volume contair. -h usual number of excellent articles and
illustrations. We only need refer to a few which we have had the good
fortune to peruse carefully: "The Use of Opium in Daily Practice," by
Arthur V. Meigs, M. D., Pennsylvania; "Habitual Constipation," by 1.
Boas, M. D., Berlin, the well-known authority on diseases of the stonach
and intestines; " Methods of Investigating the Action of Drugs," by 11. C.
Wood, M. D., Philadelphia; "The Treatment of Acre," by Professor H.
Hallopeau, Paris ; " On the Significance of Basophilic Granules in Red Cor-
puscles, with Special Reference to their Occurrence in Chronic Lead Poison-
ing," by Chas. E. Simon, M. D., Baltimore. The Biographical Sketches of
'Drs. S. Wier Mitchell and John A. Wyeth are interesting sketches. of these
eminent gentlemen, and are illustrated by several fine plates. The Progress
of Medicine during the year 1901, occupies some hundred pages, this
part alone being well worth the price of the Clinics. The editors are
to be commended for the niaterial provided in the pages of this deserving
publication, and the publishers for the excellent print and well executed
plates and figures.

TuE DIAGNosIs OF SURGICAL DISEASES.-By Dr. G. Albert, late Director
and Professor of the First Surgical Olinic at the University of Vienna.
Authorized translation from the Eighth Enlarged and Revised Edition.
By Robert F. Frank, A. M., M. D., with fifth-three illustrations.
Cloth-Price $5. Publishers, D Appleton and Company, New York,
1902.

This work on the Diagnosis of Surgical Diseases by a well known Profes-
sor of Surgery of Vienna--Albert-will be read with much interest by inany
of the profession.

Similar works on medical diseases are numerous and widely read, but up
to the present the efforts put forward in the direction of special literature on
the diagnosis of surgical diseases has been greatly limited. There is, there-
fore, an excellent field for a reliable book of this character.

The translator in the preface states that "this volume presents to the prac-
titioner and to the student the problems in diagnosis which confront them at
the bedside. In order to achieve this object, theoretical classifications are
not adhered to ; instead diseases are grouped according to similarity of
symptoms and points of general resemblance-considerations which in
practice render their differentiation difficult * * * * by the presentation
of a largenumber of cases, the value of this arrangement is further enhanced."

Some 407 pages are taken up with the subject of surgical diagnosis, and
among a number of noticeable features which might be mentioned, one



particularly observes that the text is closely adhered to and that nothing
unnecessary or foreign to the subject is introduced.

Ir_ the first chapter, which deals with causes of abnormal positions of the
head, various rare diseases and accidents as well as the more common ones,
are discussed in an interesting manner.

The different regions of the body, with many of the diseases and injuries
incidental to them, are then consec.utively taken up. Numerous illus-
trative cases are briefly given and are of much service. The author observes
in this conection that " the number of examples which show how the observa-
tion of small details lead to the finding of new symptoms, and thus to the
proper interpretations of the symptoms already observed, could be multi-
plied indefinitely. The significance of many minor symptoms is frequently
pointed out throughout the book, but on page 86, herpes labialis as a con-
firmatory sign refers probably to pneumonia, rather than typhus as given.

There are excellent articles on injuries and tumors of the thorax, while
those on dislocation, fractures and inflammatory processes of the extremities
are particularly good.

Albert cannot suffice:.Itly reprove the fault common to beginners of at once
grasping, handling and pressing an injured patient without rhyme or reason.

"I will show how a purposeful inspection reduces this handling to a mini-
mum. Inspect as long as further information can be gained by the eye."
This is advice which might be acted upon by others than beginners. It is
anything but rare to observe unnecessary palpation . and manipulation
without any very definite idea of the object.

The work lacks somevhat in conciseness. but that is rather a character-
istic of German writings and there are places where more detail might be
given It can certainly be said that the book is an excellent one, and vill
be found to be of much service and value.

Ilotes*
SANMETTO IN PROSTATITIS, ENURESIS, CATARRH CF LADDER.- n prostatitis,

enuresis, catarrh of bladder and all diseases of the genito-urinary system, Sanmetto
has been indispensable to me.

Bellaire, Ohio. J. T. W KERNs, M. D.
GASTRALGrA-ITs TREATENT.-Gastralgia is for therapeutical purposes, divided

into twvo groups by Prof. Saundby (N. Y Medical Journal.) The first group comprises
those cases in which pain occurs independently of eating, and the second group, those
cases in which the pain occurs after food is taken. The treatment of the first class
consists of change of scene, a sea voyage or mountali: ý.ir and abundant food at regular
intervals. The palliative treatment consists of iron, quinine, arsenic, nux vomica and
the mineral acids.

For the second class, the treatnent is, rest in bed, milk and lime water in sufficient
quantities-say an ounce every hour. A nutrient enema of one egg, beaten up in four
ounces of mnilk, to bc given every four hours. The amount of milk should be increased
with improveinent, and if milk fails, froin two to four ounces of lightly cooked
minced meat may bc substituted.

For the relief of the pain in both cases, Saundby giyes morphia or heroin, but in a
recent clinical report, Professor Boone, College of Physicians and Surgeons, St. Louis,
states that he finds one Antikamnia and Heroin Tablet (5 grains Antikamnia ; 1/12th
grain Heroin Hydrochloride) given as required, not only relieves the pain, but prevents
its recurrence, much more satisfactorily than either heroin or morphine alone. In
other respects he concurs with Professor Saundby in his method of treatment.

228 BOOK REVIEWS;,



(THE RICID OS
This condition, when due to spasmodic contraction of the

Cervix, prolongs labor and greatly exbausts the vitality of the
patient. in view of its common occurrence in obstetrical practice,
ts treatment is of great importance.

A time-tried remiedy which has received the endorsement of
the highest authorities is

HA YDEN'S VIBURNUM
CO MPOUN D.

".I have prescribed tlàrDas's VisjuRNruM Comenu.nD in cases ol labor
with rigid os with good success."-H. M1saasOY SIMs, M. D.

I fithout H. V. C. no obstetrical outfit is complete. This
remedy is aiso highly recommended in all menstrual disorders,
especially Dysmenorrhea, Uterine Congestion, etc.

Al successful preparations are imitated and M. V. C. js no exception.
Beware ol substitution. Literature on request.

if admninistered in hot, water E YOKPAR CUTALO,
its absorpi ion is facilitated ad NEW YOR PHAMACEUTICAL 0.,
its action is more promptly
nanifested. BEDFORD SPRINS, MASS,

ANY EXCESS Or URIC ACID, as indicated by Rheumatic, Gouty aBd many local
manifestations, Dr0MPtlY eliMllaled by admiRIStailUg HAYDEFS URIC SOLVENT,
samples and Ilehatlare sent on receißt 01 exress charges.

HOLLAND'S IMPROVED

Nr4STEP ARCM 5_PPORTERv

NO PLASTER CAST NEEDED.

E Positive Relief arld Cure for FLET-FOOT,

of Cases treated for Rheumatism, Rheumatio Gout and80%t Rheumatic Arthritis of the Ankle Joint are Flat-Foot.
The introduction of the iniproved Instep Aich Supporter has cansed a revolution in

the treatment cf flat-foot, obviating as it does the necessity of taking a planter cast of
the deformedfoot.

The principal orthopedic. surgeons and hospitals of England and the United States
are using and endorsing these Supporters as superior to all others, owing to the vast
improvement of this scientifically constructed appliance over the heary, rigidl, Metallic
plates formerly used.

These Supporters are highly recommended by physicians for children who often
suffer fromn Flat-foot, and are treated for weak ankles when such is not the case, but in
reality they are suffering from Flat-foot.

INIORDERING SEND SIZE OF SHOE, OR TRACING OF FOOT IS THE BEST GUIDE.

Sole Agents for Canada: LYMAIN, SONS & LO., Surgical Specialisis.
3eo-386 sT. PAUL ST.. MONTREALI



(Successors A.' lcLeod & Sons.)

Mline &spirit erhn,
Importers of Ales, Wines and Liquors.

Anong which is a very superior assortinent of

Port and Sherry Wines, Champagnes, Bass's Aies, Guinness's Stout, Brandies, Whiskies,
Jamaica Rum, Holland Gin, suitable for medicinal purposes; also

(Sacramental Wine, and pure Spirit 65 p. c. for Druggists.)

WIOLESALE AND RTAIL. PleCasC mention the MARITIME MEDICAL NEWs.

TIH E F9MMONOL CHEMICHIL Copfyla, a ng %hersts,

Gentlemen's Outfitter.

G. R. ANDERSON,
-Importer and Dealer in-

English, Scotch, German and Canadian
UNDERWEAR.

Hosiery, Shirts, Ties, Gloves, Braces, Dressing
Gowns, Pyjains, Unbrellas, Waterproof Coats

'oS Granville Street - - Ialifax, N. S.

PREVENTION 18
BETTER THAN CURE."

Dr. C. 11. Shepliard of New York cured 5000 cases
of Rheumatism -alone by Vapor Baths. . is charge
is 75 cents per bath. but you can take one every day
of the year'at a cost of 2 cens, if you buy one of our
up-todate Fibre Cabinets, 31 in. sq. and 42 in. high
for $7- Best vaporizer and thermiometer "free."

NATURES METIIOD."-Address
31. R. BENN,

Maritime Gen. -Agt., "Standard Dictionary,"
Douglastown, N. B

TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

COPYRIGHTS &C.
Ar'yone sending a sketch and deserlption'may

quickly ascertain our opinion f ree wbeter an
inentfin is prebably patentable. Comrnnlcg-

tions strllt1y confidential. Handbook on Patenta
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents talcen tlsrough 31unn & Coý reeelvt
spectat notice, without charge, in the

A handsomely ilhistrated wee1ly. nrgest esie
culation of any qcientifle -journal. >Terses, $3 a
year; four nionths, $1 Sold byali enewadealers.

n&CO36Broadway,
Bsanch Office. 625 F St.. Washington, D>.C

fai_.ESTrABR.SHED
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Parkë,i*,ý,.Dc- -CO s .'.-'A

;diphthèritté-,.,.., Seruni embod'

4hat diphthera elititexinoi

If ' record, î s an unbroken,-. see*es oi

successm,

During t -even years-o ïitg'-admïnistra-

fion it hassaved-t -housands-' umanlivesi.

in a fýýésyears not--à*giËLg elatàlity hag

beeff-àtt'ibuted téAtsusè7ý

Paikèi-,Da'ýles. htheritic,

,Séruni is,

(ALWÀYS .1noTENT9.ALWÀYSRULIÀBLe9., ÀtWÀYS sou 1

à

ADDRES& USý AT WALKERVI LLE "ONT"


